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ABSTRACT 
Microscale technologies create great opportunities for biologists to unveil cellular or 
molecular mechanisms of complex biological processes. Advanced measuring techniques, 
like atomic force microscope (AFM), allow detecting and controlling biological samples 
at high spatial and temporal resolution. Further integration with microsystems, such as 
microfluidic platforms, gives the ability to get detailed insight into basic biological 
phenomena. Highly integrated microdevices show great promise for biomedical research 
and potential clinical applications. 
It is hypothesized that biomechanical factors play a significant role in the development of 
vascular diseases like atherosclerosis. To explore effects of biomechanical and 
biochemical stimuli on endothelial cells (ECs), AFM, which allows measurements of 
living cells, was utilized. Due to the heterogeneity of cells, standard characterization 
methods for mechanical properties of cells are still lacking. Therefore, a new quantitative 
method was developed for evaluation of cell elasticity correlating with cell morphology 
in this study. Moreover, cells are intrinsically viscoelastic materials revealed by stress 
relaxation measurements. A mechanically distinct bilayer model was proposed to 
discover the mechanical behaviour of cell components. Based on the elasticity 
characterization method and the stress relaxation model, the effect of cholesterol content 
on the mechanical response of ECs was examined, focusing on the behaviour of plasma 
membrane.  
iv 
 
To mimic physiological conditions more closely for in vitro settings, a mask-free, highly 
integrated, low cost and time effective method was developed to rapidly fabricate a 
prototype of microfluidic cell culture system (MCCS). To better understand cell-cell 
interaction in circulatory systems like MCCS, a theoretical study of evaluating 
intercellular forces was also performed. Based on MCCS and microvalve technique, a 
novel bio-inspired and cell-based system was developed to simulate the formation of 
atherosclerosis plaque. Biomechanical properties of ECs, hemodynamic effects, cell 
rolling and adhesion events were investigated under this pathological model. The devices 
can be leveraged for potential applicability to biological research and clinical tests such 
as drug screening.  
This research project has led to a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 
atherosclerosis and mechanical behaviours of ECs, as well as the development of AFM-
based models that will be useful in determining cellular mechanical properties. 
 
KEYWORDS: Atomic Force Microscopy, Atherosclerosis, Endothelial cells, Cellular 
elasticity, Stress Relaxation, Microfluidic cell culture, Cell Adhesion 
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CHAPTER 1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Over past few decades, micro/nanotechnology, which grew rapidly and was widely applied in 
biological analysis [1-3], has allowed scientists to tackle complex research topics. There is 
increasing nano- and micro- scale methods introduced into routine biological labs. The increased 
collaborative research among physics, engineering and biology led scientists to explore new 
advanced techniques and models in biophysical realm. The expansion of bionanotechnology 
boosts understanding of various biological systems from single cell even single molecule level. 
From these developed experimental techniques and theoretical models, the complex living 
biological systems are revealed progressively. 
A working hypothesis of this study is endothelial cells (ECs) playing critical roles in vascular 
biology. Especially, endothelium which regulates vascular tone has tremendous impact on 
developing vascular diseases like atherosclerosis [4]. Among various elements involved, 
biomechanical effect is vital factors which may play dominant role in the initiation of signalling 
cascades. It is expected that this research will give an insight into cellular mechanics and 
mechanisms of atherogenesis.  
In this research, biomechanical properties of ECs were measured and well characterized using 
atomic force microscope (AFM). After invented by Binning in 1986 [5], AFM has been widely 
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used in the scope of understanding structure and mechanics of biological systems, since it is 
allowed to operate in living cells condition that other electron techniques, such as scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), are incapable of 
providing. With a sharp AFM probe, high resolution allows detecting surface features up to 
nanometre level. What is more, AFM acting as force microscope has become an essential tool in 
investigating cellular mechanics, cell-cell interaction forces and molecular interaction forces [6].  
Microfluidics has demonstrated potential impacts on various fields from chemical synthesis and 
biological analysis to optic and information technology, and has dramatically expanded the 
capability of existing techniques [7, 8]. A bio-inspired and microfluidics-based vascular mimetic 
model was developed to simulate the progression status of atherosclerosis in this study. Vascular 
diseases like atherosclerosis are still widely lethal medical conditions. Atherosclerosis is an 
extremely complex inflammatory process coupled with cellular mechanical environment, both of 
which contribute significantly to the development and progression of the disease. The deep 
connection between atherosclerosis as an inflammatory disease and a biomechanical disorder 
primarily motivates this research. Major research topics of the thesis are briefly described as 
following. 
In the first chapter, a literature review for atherosclerosis and biomechanical properties of cells 
are presented, followed by describing two main techniques employed in this research: AFM, a 
nano-scale tool, and microfluidic cell culture system, a microscale technique. 
Chapter two and chapter three developed two characterization methods of cellular mechanics for 
better understanding mechanical properties of cells. In chapter two, a new quantitative method 
was developed to describe elasticity of single cell correlated with cell morphology. Using this 
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method, effects of different substrates on the mechanical property of cells were examined. In 
chapter three, viscoelastic behaviour of ECs was examined. A mechanically distinct bilayer 
structure was proposed to describe stress relaxation process of EC under constant compression. 
In chapter four, based on the elasticity characterization method and the stress relaxation model, 
the effect of cholesterol content on cellular mechanical properties was investigated, focusing on 
the effect on the property of plasma membrane.  
In Chapter five, a rapid prototype of microfluidic cell culture system (MCCS) was developed to 
generate improved physiological environment for ECs study. Chapter six gives a theoretical 
analysis of cell interaction forces in circulating system. 
In Chapter seven, a bio-inspired vascular mimetic model was developed to mimic the formation 
of atherosclerotic plaque and used to investigate pathological mechanism of atherosclerosis. 
Biomechanical properties of ECs were explored by AFM. In addition, hemodynamic effect, 
rolling and adhesion events of immune cells were discussed for this model.  
At last, a summary was provided and conclusions of the thesis research were drawn, followed by 
an overview on future study. 
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1.2 Atherosclerosis 
1.2.1 Atherosclerosis  
Atherosclerosis, with its related complications, is a leading cause of death for both men and 
women in developed and developing countries [9]. Research reveals that atherosclerosis is a 
multi-factor lesion and a chronic inflammatory disease which could also convert into acute 
clinical events, such as heart attack and stroke, by plaque rupture and thrombosis. A number of 
risk factors, including hypertension, obesity, diabetes, smoking, and especially hyperlipidemia 
which is elevated level of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, have been found to be 
associated with the disease [10]. However, it is much more than that. Atherosclerosis is an 
extremely complicated disease caused by multiple factors; the underlying pathophysiology and 
its associated risk factors is still unclear. 
Atherosclerosis is a syndrome mainly affecting wall thickness of medium and large arterial blood 
vessels. Various pathology factors were investigated by researchers. For example, endothelial 
dysfunction has been thought to have a significant role in pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [11, 
12]; Overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is also found to be related to the 
development of atherosclerosis [10]. At the early stage of atherogenesis, fatty materials 
accumulated in the wall, which thickens, hardens and even block the arteries progressively. 
Normally, symptoms do not occur until the blood vessels were restricted or blocked. Therefore, 
prevention and early diagnosis are very necessary. To help prevent complications, a healthier 
diet with low cholesterol is highly recommended. Screening and diagnostic tests including 
electro-cardiogram, stress test, CT scan or arteriography were often used to detect early 
development of atherosclerosis. In addition, biomarkers, such as elevated plasma concentrations 
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of both fibrinogen and C-reactive protein (CRP) [13], released by inflammation caused by 
atherosclerosis could help with the diagnosis. 
The study of atherosclerosis covers a broad range of areas. The information given here is by no 
means complete. The current research is intended to study the mechanism of atherosclerosis 
progression from a basic science perspective. Due to the complexity of atherosclerosis, the 
review here is to give a brief introduction. 
1.2.2 Hemodynamic Forces and Endothelial Dysfunction 
For over a century, hemodynamic forces have been recognized as important factors regulating 
the structure of blood vessels [14, 15] and influencing the development of vascular pathology, 
e.g. atherosclerosis [16]. Shear stress, which is proportional to blood viscosity (µ), and shear rate 
at the wall (dv/ds), has contributed to pathogenesis of atherosclerosis in different level at various 
locations of blood vessels [17, 18]. Atherosclerosis shows propensity at the outer edge of blood 
vessel bifurcations. In these susceptible areas, blood flow is slow which results in a weaker 
hemodynamic shear force locally. The non-uniform shear stress will induce pro-atherogenic 
endothelial dysfunction and monocyte recruitment, which contributes to the development of 
atherosclerosis [19]. 
There is increasing evidence that steady laminar shear force will induce up-regulation of athero-
protective (i.e. anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant) functions in the endothelium, while unsteady 
or disturbed shear force can cause endothelial dysfunction then influence atherosclerotic lesion 
formation and progression.  
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Among various mechanisms of atherogenesis, endothelial dysfunction is believed to be one of 
the most important factors in developing atherosclerosis [12, 20]. Endothelium, due to its unique 
anatomical position between blood and tissue, acts as a protector by generating a repertoire of 
biological factors. Under various biomechanical and biochemical stimuli, endothelium produces 
a number of bio-active molecules performing a variety of functions. Nitric oxide (NO) generated 
from endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) is a major substance maintaining the balance between 
vasodilation and vasoconstriction [21] and regulating many aspects of cardiovascular 
homeostasis; other endothelium-derived vasodilators like prostacyclin works synergistically with 
NO to inhibit platelet aggregation [12]. Endothelium also maintains the balance between 
inhibition and stimulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration, and thrombogenesis 
and fibrinolysis [22]. Damage of Endothelium will break the balance between vasoconstriction 
and vasodilation and initiates a number of events that promote atherosclerosis. 
1.2.3 Plaque Formation 
Endothelial damage or rupture will increase the permeability of endothelium. This impaired 
function increases the infiltration of LDL into the wall of blood vessels. Overtime, the substances 
such as LDL, cholesterol and fatty materials will accumulate at damaged areas. LDL will be 
oxidized by reactive oxygen species to form oxidized-LDL (ox-LDL). Then, ECs from the 
damage sites will initiate immune responses and release chemoattractants to attract monocytes 
from blood flow. After absorbing the oxidized-LDL, monocytes will differentiate into 
macrophages under the stimulation of oxidized-LDL. Macrophages continue eating and digesting 
the cholesterol molecules. Initially, these white blood cells intended to play a protective role. 
However, they are not able to process the oxidize-LDL. Finally, foam cells formed and 
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eventually fatty streak generated, which could be found in human aorta at the first decade of their 
life [4].  
 
 
Figure 1-1. Cellular components involves with foam-cell formation. LDL was oxidized and 
becomes highly oxidized aggregated LDL, which is recognized by macrophage. After removal of 
ox-LDL, macrophage become foam cells. The death of foam cells leaves behind a growing mass 
of extracellular lipids and other cell debris. Reproduced from [4].  
After the failure of this initial immune response, the dead cell will deposit much greater amount 
of oxidized cholesterol into the artery wall which triggers further cycle of immune responses. In 
the meantime, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) begin to proliferate and migrate [9] from 
the media to the intima. Figure 1-1 shows different cellular components of the atherosclerotic 
plaque in the blood-vessel wall. As the disease continues progressing by recruiting more 
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inflammatory cells and lipid, more VSMCs will migrate and form a fibrous cap acting as a 
protective layer between the lesion and the lumen of the blood vessel. Meanwhile, the plaque 
will alter the geometry of the blood vessel and the local blood flow profile.   
The formation of a fibrous cap is stimulated by growth factors and cytokines released from 
degranulated platelets, VSMCs and ECs. The composite of a plaque largely determines the risk 
of rupture for fibrous caps, which may cause acute ischemic event, for example a myocardial 
infarction or stroke.  
 
Figure 1-2. Inflammatory cells (monocytes, T-cells) and proinflammatory mediators (cytokines, 
interleukins) have a key role in the initial phase and progression of atheroma formation. 
Repeated cycles of intimal thickening lead from the first lesion of atherosclerosis, the fatty streak, 
to intermediate and advanced lesions. Adapted from [13]. 
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During the formation of a plaque, numerous immune cells and signalling molecules are involved. 
Figure 1-2 depicts the cycle of a plaque formation process. Lipoprotein, cytokines and adhesion 
molecules are three main categories involved in the development of atherosclerosis.  
1.2.4 Immune Responses: Promoter or Protector? 
Immune responses participate in each phase of atherosclerosis after the initiation of this disease. 
There is no simple answer whether the immune response promotes or retards atherogenesis. As 
mentioned, at the early stage of plaque formation, lipid and immune cells were accumulated at 
the diseased site. The early plaques called as fatty streaks which are prevalent in young 
individuals. However, they will either progress into mature atherosclerotic plaque or disappear. 
From animal model studies, there are abundant immune cells, such as T cells and macrophages, 
appearing in mature plaques. Many of these immune cells produce pro-inflammatory cytokines. 
Therefore, the plaques can continue to progress into more complex lesion. On the other hand, the 
disappearance of early plaque must also involve with a series of complicated immune response 
and intricate biological effectors. 
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1.3 Biomechanical Property of Cells 
Mechanical properties of biological cells are determined by the structure of cells. They are 
highly heterogeneous in both space and time and may serve as a sensitive indicator for the health 
status of a cell. The biomechanical properties of tissues are often influenced by many 
physiologic and pathophysiologic processes. Abnormal biomechanics of tissues is often related 
to a wide range of diseases. The deviation from normal status will result in various dysfunction 
or diseases. Based on the relationship between the tissue mechanics and pathology, palpation is 
often used to qualify the tissue hardness for disease diagnosis. In an effort to make more 
quantitative examinations, other techniques have been developed to measure the elasticity of 
tissue in vivo [23, 24]. Recently, in vivo elastography is used for quantitative assessment of 
breast lesion [25].  
Indeed, the property of tissue is often manifested at the cellular level. A number of studies have 
been conducted to find the relationship between healthy and diseased cells. As mentioned, the 
mechanical property of a cell is determined from the structure mainly cytoskeleton of the cell. In 
addition, the morphology, cell-substrate interaction and cell shape have effects on the 
biomechanical property of a cell. Evidence has shown that the structure of cells will be affected 
by different diseases to alter the mechanical properties. For example, the metastatic cancer cells 
were found to be much softer than the benign cells [26, 27]; the elasticities of prostate cells at 
different stage of the disease progress were measured which is to discriminate cancerous, non-
metastatic and metastatic cells [28]; the age-related morphological and biomechanical changes of 
osteoarthritis were studied for early detection purpose [29]. However, there is still a long way till 
mechanical properties change could be applied to the clinical diagnosis. 
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1.3.1 Structure of a Cell 
 
Figure 1-3. The mechanical performance of three filaments which form the cytoskeleton 
structure of endothelial cell. Actin and microtubules show pure elastic behaviour, while 
intermediate filament shows viscoelastic behaviour. Reproduced from [30]. 
Instead of being an inert material, cells exhibit a biological active response when a stress was 
applied. Thus, cells generate an internal stress on the underlying cytoskeleton structure. Even 
more, cells can reorganize and adjust into a new structure according to an external mechanical 
stimulus. Mechanical property of adherent cells is largely determined by the structure of 
cytoskeleton (CSK), which is a meshwork structure containing three main filaments, actin 
filaments (AFs), intermediate filaments (IFs) and microtubules filaments (MFs) [31]. Figure 1-3 
shows the mechanical responses under different elongation for the three filaments. AFs are the 
smallest filaments with a diameter in the range of 5-10 nm and can be found to form bundles 
which are called as actin stress fibres as well. Since AFs have the highest elastic moduli among 
the three filaments, with a magnitude of gigapascal (GPa), the amount and distribution of AFs 
often determine the mechanical property of the cells. In addition, the level of crosslinking will 
have a dominant effect on the elastic response of a cell. The second filament is microtubule 
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filament, which shows pure elastic response under elongation. Microtubules are hollow tubule 
polymers with typical outer diameter at 24 nm and inner diameter at 12 nm. Microtubules could 
carry very high strain, greater than 20% [31]. Due to the largest size and special structure among 
three filaments, microtubules have the greatest bending stiffness. The third type of filaments is 
intermediate filament, with a diameter of around 10 nm. IFs have intermediate elastic 
performance between AF and MF. In addition, IF manifests viscoelastic property. Together with 
other filaments, the whole cytoskeleton is embedded in the viscous cytoplasm as well as attached 
to cell membrane through integrins. Thus, the overall mechanical performance of a cell falls into 
the class of viscoelastic materials. However, it is still not clear how the filaments, and all other 
associated cellular structures are arranged and coupled to respond to external biochemical and 
biomechanical stimuli. 
1.3.2 Endothelial Mechanics 
The endothelium, by virtue of its specific location in the blood vessel wall, is one of the most 
intensively studied tissues in cellular mechanics. Numerous studies have shown the correlation 
between normal functioning of endothelium and atherogenesis. Among various factors involved, 
mechanical force was proved to be one of the dominant influences in the progression of 
atherosclerosis. 
As a result of their unique locations, ECs experience three primary forces: pressure, induced by 
the hydrostatic forces of blood; circumferential stretch or tension, generated from vasodialation 
and vasoconstriction; shear stress, the dragging force created by blood flow. These mechanical 
forces are critical regulators of endothelial function and particularly important in the whole 
cardiovascular system. Studies have shown that biomechanical stimuli have significant effects on 
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endothelial mechanical properties, functions and survival [32, 33]. Actin filaments from ECs 
prefer to aligning in the flow shear stress direction, which can change both the morphology and 
the mechanical properties of the cells [34]; different pressure will alter the function of ECs such 
as enhancing the release of endothelin-1 [35]. In addition, oxidized-LDL will increase the 
stiffness of ECs [36]. 
Given its anatomical position, EC is believed to be a key mediator of hemodynamic effects [37]. 
Of the forces mentioned above, shear force appears to be a particularly important force, since it 
regulates the release of vasodialation substance, cell metabolism and cell morphology [38]. 
There is strong relation between endothelial dysfunction and sites with low shear or turbulent 
flow, where demonstrate increased uptake of fatty materials [39]. Thus, laminar shear stress is 
essential for normal endothelial cell function and atheroprotective function [40]. 
1.3.3 Mechanotransduction 
Mechanotransduction is describing the process of cells sensing mechanical forces from their 
physical surroundings, and transferring into a biochemical signals like activating signalling 
pathways to regulate the cell fate. The sensation of stress could occur at tissue, cellular or 
subcellular scales. Almost every living tissue or cell has the ability to sense mechanical stress 
and respond accordingly.  
The mechanical forces and physical deformation of all types of cells influence cell growth, 
differentiation, polarity, motility, contractility, ECM synthesis, and apoptosis [41-43]. The first 
observed manifestation of mechanical forces on cell functions was that bone would adapt to the 
stress it experiences and is able to remodel if the stress changes known as Wolff’s Law [44]. 
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After that, new theories about the effects of mechanical loading on tissue differentiation were 
also developed [45].  
Mechanotransduction not only plays a central role in normal biological functions, but also has 
the other side of the coin. In arterial walls, thickening and calcification are mostly contributed by 
the disturbed shear stress at the local region. The endothelium plays a major role in the 
progression of atherosclerosis, from thickening of the arterial wall intima [46], to altered 
endothelial permeability [47] and to activation and recruitment of monocytes [48].  
 
Figure 1-4. Several biological components, not mutually exclusive, have been proposed to act as 
cellular mechanosensors and are schematically depicted in a representative cell (see figure). Note 
that most of these features can be found in many cell types, although some (for example, changes 
in intercellular space) might only be relevant in a subset of cells. Reproduced from [49]. 
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1.3.4 Cellular Mechanical Models 
Over the last few decades, a number of studies have been conducted to study the connections 
among cell structure, cell responses and biological functions of cells and tissue. At the same time, 
scientists also developed advanced tools and techniques to manipulate single cell even single 
molecule to monitor the responses of biological events.  
Living cells are mainly experiencing three types of mechanical stimuli, shear, tension, and 
compression. The forces experienced by the cells in the body vary over a wide range. Shear force 
exerted on vascular endothelial cell ranges between 1 and 7 Pa [50], while cartilage typically 
experiences stresses over 20 MPa [51]. It is useful to study the magnitude of the mechanical 
stimuli exerted on a biological response. Shear stress is a popular method to elicit the responses 
of ECs. Different geometries were developed to study the responses of ECs under shear stress. 
Bead forcing and scanning force microscopy (SFM) such as AFM were used to apply forces in a 
more localized manner, with very precise force and displacement control. The force could range 
from several piconewton to tens nanonewton. Other techniques such as substrate stretch and 
hydrostatic pressure were used to study the response of cells under defined mechanical forces 
and deformation. However, most of the techniques are still limited by the in vivo mimic level. In 
addition, the underlying physiological mechanisms are very complex. Extensive research has 
been conducted to indentify the molecules involved in cellular Mechanotransduction.  
Mechanical properties regulate both structure and functions of biological cells. As such, a 
quantitative and reliable study has to be conducted to reveal the mechanics of cells.  The 
measuring techniques can be classified into two different categories. Methods that apply forces 
or mechanical loads on cells and monitor the deformation are called active methods. On the other 
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hand, cells will also exert forces on extracellular matrix; therefore, various substrates were 
designed to sense the mechanical forces (mainly traction forces) generated by cells without 
applying external forces. These types of methods are referred to as passive methods. For active 
methods, a number of techniques were developed to generate compressive or tensile forces, 
bending forces, twisting forces, shear force, or hybrid forces by combining several different 
forces together.  
AFM [52, 53] and MTC [54] are types of methods that can probe local sites on cells with high 
resolution of force and displacement. AFM is a method involving the use of a sharp tip or tips 
coated with spheres attached to a flexible cantilever. The applied force was monitored from the 
deflection of the cantilever, and the deformation of the cell was obtained from the movement of 
the scanner. Magnetic tweezers or magnetic twisting cytometry (MTC) use a directional 
magnetic field to apply either force or torque on magnetic beads which placed on the surfaces of 
biological tissues. The force or torque is dependent on both the properties of the applied 
magnetic field and the beads, while the bead movement is monitored by a CCD camera. These 
two techniques are primary used for local measurement; even although AFM could also be used 
for single cell force measurement by modifying the probe with adhering micro-size sphere [55]. 
Micropipette aspiration [56, 57], also known as elastimetry, is a method by applying gentle 
suction to a micropipette to deform the cell. The force is estimated from the applied pressure 
together with the deformation geometry of the cell. Micropipette aspiration is a technique 
measuring the overall mechanical performance of a cell. The other method used to measure the 
whole cell performance is optical tweezers [58, 59]. Using optical tweezers, the beads attached 
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on the cell surface were trapped by the high intensity laser beam to deform the cell by optical 
forces.  
There is another pair of methods which are used to generate forces on a group of cells. The first 
one is shear flow method [60-62]. Different configurations were designed to provide either a 
constant shear over cells surface or linearly varying shear along the length or the width of cells 
surface. The other technique is stretching device [63, 64]. Cells are cultured on an elastic 
membrane modified by ECM proteins. Either constant or cyclic forces can be applied on the cells 
to monitor the responses. These two methods are used to investigate the flow effects or stretch 
effects on cell metabolism and viability; however, quantitative mechanical properties could not 
be determined.  
Other active methods, such as micromachined force sensors [65, 66] and actuators and carbon 
fibre-based systems [67], are also derived from above six types of methods. Passive methods are 
techniques used to detect mechanical forces that single cells exert on the substrate. These 
methods often use soft materials as substrate [68, 69], with embedded beads [70, 71], 
micropatterned dots and grids [72], as well as microcantilever arrays method [73, 74] to measure 
the traction forces of individual cells. In addition, varieties of techniques are being developed by 
employing different improvements to get better force and spatial resolutions for all these 
methods.  
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Figure 1-5. Schematic representation of the three types of experimental technique used to probe 
living cells. a, b, Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (a) and magnetic twisting cytometry (MTC) 
(b) are type A methods that can probe cell components at a force resolution of 10-10 and 10-12 N, 
respectively, and a displacement resolution of at least 1 nm. c, d, Micropipette aspiration (MA) 
(c) and optical trapping (d) are type B techniques that can deform an entire cell at a force 
resolution of 10-10 and 10-11 N, respectively. e, f, Shear flow (e) and substrate stretching (f) 
methods are capable of evaluating the mechanical response of a population of cells. Image 
adapted from [75]. 
 As the development of different experimental techniques used to characterize the mechanical 
property of single cells, a number of mechanical models were developed by researchers to 
analyze the experimental data. Mechanical models of cell mechanics are derived using either the 
continuum approach [76] or micro/nanostructural approach [31, 77].  
Despite complex and dynamic structure of cells, continuum approaches treat cells as isotropic 
and homogeneous composite. It is a top-down model which can’t provide detailed molecular 
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mechanical events. The micro/nanostructural approach aims at unravelling biological complexity 
from physical basis. It is especially developed to investigate cytoskeletal mechanics for adherent 
cells, and investigates the mechanical contributions of cell membrane and spectrin network for 
suspension cells. The micro/nanostructural approach is a bottom-up strategy which gains more 
detailed molecular structural information. However, continuum approaches are relatively simple 
and can provide details on the distribution of stresses and strains on cells, which in turn benefits 
the development of more accurate micro/nanostructural approaches. 
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1.4 AFM and Cell Mechanics 
There are a number of advanced techniques to measure cellular mechanics which were reviewed 
in last section. Among these techniques, AFM is one of the most versatile techniques in 
mechanobiology [78, 79].  AFM, invented in 1986 [5], was originally used to overcome the 
limitation of scanning tunnelling microscope, has shown immense impact on force-based probing 
of biological materials [80]. Currently, AFM has been used in a wide range of applications, such 
as imaging, characterization of surface property, micromanipulation, force study and molecular 
interaction study. AFM possesses a number of advantages, including high resolution in both 
spatial and force. More importantly, AFM can operate in both ambient conditions and aqueous 
environment, which allows to study biological materials in biophysical condition non-
destructively [81].  
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1.4.1 Fundamental of AFM 
    
(a)                                                        (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 1-6. (a) Dimension AFM; (b) Multimode AFM, and (c) the schematic showing the 
working principles of AFM. Laser, PZT scanner, photodiode and cantilever are four main 
components of the system. All the operation are sent from computer to the controller throught 
Nanoscope software.   
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Figure 1-6 shows a commercial setup of AFM. There are two different types of scanning designs, 
tip-scanning and sample scanning. Tip-scanning is integrated in Dimension AFM (Figure 1-6a) 
and sample scanning is applied in Multimode AFM (Figure 1-6b). The tip-scanning design could 
accommodate large samples, thus, it is often employed in cellular studies, for instance cells 
grown on a plate or culture dish. The working principle of AFM is depicted in Figure 1-6c. The 
piezoelectric scanner (PZT Scanner) moves the cantilever tip from both X and Y direction (up to 
100 µm for Dimension AFM) to image the sample. During scanning, the laser beam is reflected 
and captured by photodiode to monitor the deflection of cantilever. Meanwhile, the feedback 
signal is sent to the controller to move the scanner in Z direction. Topography will be obtained 
by rendering the data from X, Y and Z movement of the scanner. 
AFM has two primary imaging modes, contact and tapping mode. How to choose the mode is 
mainly determined by sample property and cantilevers used. In contact mode, the tip of the 
cantilever is directly in contact with the sample to obtain the topography profile. Therefore, high 
spring constant is not recommended for contact mode since it may deteriorate the sample surface. 
In tapping mode, the cantilever maintains at a constant height from the sample surface while 
oscillating near its resonant frequency. Tapping mode is more suitable for fragile samples. The 
typical spring constant range of cantilevers for contact mode and tapping mode are 0.01-1 N/m 
and 20-100 N/m, respectively.  
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(a)                                                         (b) 
 
(c)                                                         (d) 
Figure 1-7. Images cells by tapping mode and contact mode. (a) Height image of a cell under 
tapping mode; (b) amplitude error image of a cell under tapping mode; (c) height image for 
confluent endothelium under contact mode and (d) deflection error image for the monolayer 
under contact mode. 
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1.4.2 AFM for Cell Mechanics 
 
Figure 1-8. (a) SEM images of the cantilever and the probe; (b) Thermal tune data (power 
spectral density) extracted from time-series measurements and plotted (blue) for an AFM 
cantilever in air, and a Lorentzian line shape fit (red).; (c) force distance curve on soft sample (in 
water); (d) force distance curve on hard sample (in air). 
The mechanical properties of samples are measured by force indentation in AFM. Both contact 
and tapping modes can perform indentation measurements while the cantilever will stop 
oscillating at tapping mode. To perform indentation test, the spring constant of the cantilever 
should be determined. Figure 1-8b shows the thermal tune method for measuring the spring 
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constant of a cantilever with a nominal value as 0.02 N/m. When the cantilever tip is 
approaching and indenting the sample, the deflection of the cantilever is monitored by the 
photodiode. The relation between the deflection of cantilever and the movement of the scanner is 
drawn in Figure 1-8c (soft samples) and d (hard samples), while the cantilever deflection is 
converted to force through multiplying by the spring constant of the cantilever, which results a 
force distance (F-D) curve. 
Through force indentation measurement, F-D curves can be used to quantify stiffness, adhesion, 
viscoelasticity or surface charge [82, 83]. A matrix of F-D curves can be achieved by raster 
scanning to show the sensitivity of cytoskeleton mechanics [84] or surface receptors [85]. AFM 
has proven invaluable technique in the applications of probing cell microenvironment [86], 
molecule manipulation [87] , interaction force study [88] and single molecule recognition [89].  
Other modes of operation involving oscillatory drives (tapping or force-modulation) are used to 
image relative viscoelastic features through simultaneous amplitude and phase detection [90, 91]. 
Frequency-dependent dynamic microrheology measurement by AFM are performed to obtain the 
viscoelastic behaviour of epithelial cells and fibroblasts [92, 93].  
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1.5 Microfluidic for Cell Biology 
1.5.1 In Vitro and In Vivo 
In vitro research is generally referred to conducting experimental biology in a well controlled 
and artificial environment using tissues or cells from the whole organ. Compared to in vivo 
studies conducting with living organisms in literally intact conditions, in vitro research possesses 
specific advantages. Living organisms are complex systems hindering the separation of the 
influence from various factors. While in vitro model allows scientists to focus on the factors of 
interests by isolating other components from the complex whole system. Although animal 
models have made essential efforts in the understanding of various diseases, in vitro technique 
can provide more detail information to discover the underlying mechanisms. 
In an effort to develop in vitro model to more closely mimic the in vivo conditions, a number of 
techniques were developed by scientists. Microfluidic techniques have been proved to be an 
effective method in cell biology [3, 94]. With their unique phenomena, microfluidics can be 
leveraged to fabricate devices and components that are capable of realizing biological functions. 
1.5.2 Microfluidics Cell Culture System 
Varieties of factors determine phenotypes of cells in vivo and affect responses under biochemical 
or biomechanical stimuli. Traditional macro scale cell culture techniques, such as petri-dish and 
microtiter plates, become helpless in controlling the microenvironment. Micro/nano scale 
techniques [95] have shown great potential to replicate and increase the biological relevance of 
current cell-based culture models. 
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Microfluidics has been applied in biological studied since last two decades [96]. Compared to 
traditional culture methods, microscale cell cultures provide a great amount of advantages, such 
as manipulating micro-environment more precisely, controlling cell-cell and cell-matrix 
interactions, the use of small culture volumes, and the ability to integrate with microsystem 
technologies. Microscale techniques for cell biology have been applied in a wide range of areas, 
such as single-cell analysis [97] and flow cytometry-like techniques [98], patterned three-
dimensional culture [99] and microscale perfusion cell culture [100, 101]. These microdevices 
have provided a variety of functionalities that traditional methods cannot afford. We can foresee 
the future that micro techniques will keep as a leading technology in answering the questions in 
cell biology with their unique functionalities. 
Microscale technologies have shown great potential impact on cell biology and tissue 
engineering. However, no considerable impact has been made for routine biological assays in lab 
or commercial applications. Despite the advances in both microtechnology and cell biology, 
there are a number of challenges in integrating microtechnology with cell biology. The 
challenges are mostly caused by the disconnection between the engineers who design and 
fabricate the devices and the biologists who use them.  
In this study, we will illustrate a rapid method of prototyping a vascular mimic microfluidic 
system from design, fabrication, assembly, sterilization and cell culture. Combined with 
microfluidic valve technique, a pathological model was also developed to simulate the 
progression of atherosclerosis.   
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CHAPTER 2 
2 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ELASTICITY OF CELLS 
CORRELATED WITH MORPHOLOGY BY AFM 
2.1 Introduction 
It is well known that abnormal tissue stiffness is an indication of a wide range of diseases such as 
osteoporosis [1], atherosclerosis [2], etc. According to the relationship between tissue stiffness 
and certain diseases, palpation is clinically used to detect abnormal hardness of tissue caused by 
diseases like breast cancer. To achieve more quantitative examinations, elastographic techniques 
based on ultrasound [3] and magnetic resonance [4] imaging methods have demonstrated the 
ability of identifying tissue stiffness difference. Consequently, there is emerging clinical interest 
in finding appropriate techniques and models to diagnose diseases based on analyzing tissue 
mechanical properties.  
Recently, studies are attempting to find a correlation of cellular elasticity with cell functions and 
human diseases, since changes in pathophysiological properties of tissue may be manifested at 
the cell level. Living cells possess specific physical and structural properties which enable them 
to maintain alive and functional in physiological environment. Cellular mechanics plays a major 
role in many cell physiological events such as cell differentiation [5], cell migration [6] and cell 
deformability [7]. Deviations from normal values of biomechanical properties of cells will 
undermine not only the physical integrity of the cells, but also their biological functions. 
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Understanding of cellular mechanics is critical to provide potential clinical methods that will 
enhance detection, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases. 
Mechanical properties of cells have been studied by various single-cell techniques, such as 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) [8], cell poker [9], micropipette aspiration [10], scanning 
acoustic microscopy [11], infrared laser traps (optical tweezers) [12] and magnetic twisting 
cytometry [13]. At present, AFM is one of the most advanced techniques used to study 
biomechanical property of cells. AFM is able to quantitatively measure mechanical properties of 
a cell with high spatial resolution, typically at nanometre scales in biophysical environment [14, 
15]. In addition, AFM has been used to image cellular microenvironments [9], surface structure, 
and sub-cellular structure [16]. Detection of changes in cell elasticity, measured by AFM, has 
been applied to distinguishing metastatic cells from benign cells, thus identifying disease states 
in cancer [17, 18]. What is more, AFM is applicable to detection on the pathological changes of 
cartilage cells in osteoarthritis [19]. AFM research conducted on endothelial cells indicated that 
oxidized low-density lipoproteins [20] or high plasma sodium concentration [21] increases 
Young’s moduli of endothelial cells. All above demonstrate that AFM can be potentially 
developed as a diagnostic tool for detecting human disease states with fairly high efficiency and 
accuracy.  
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Although AFM is evolving rapidly in the field of biology, standard methods for achieving a 
comprehensive overview of mechanical properties of cells are still unavailable. In previous 
studies local mechanical properties of cells were often measured by AFM nanoindentation 
techniques [12, 22]. In order to obtain statistically meaningful data, either a number of random 
measurements were performed at different points on one cell, or a significant number of cells 
were measured. In reality, the surface of a living cell has highly heterogeneous domains 
containing a variety of lipid, protein, and carbohydrate components. The cytoskeleton of a cell, 
underlying the plasma membrane, contains many kinds of proteins forming dynamic meshworks 
in the cytoplasm. In addition, cell morphology is highly dependent on the substrate and the 
cellular microenvironment. Due to the complexity of cells, variations of cell elasticity occur not 
only between different cells, but also at different locations on the same cell. In order to use cell 
elasticity as a reliable diagnostic measure to identify cellular disease in future clinical use, the 
objective of our study is to develop a new evaluation method that can determine the elasticity not 
only of an entire cell but also of large cell sheets such as endothelia and epithelia with 
consideration of cell morphology.  
The objective of this study is to develop a method to provide a more reliable quantification of 
cell mechanical property that correlates cell elasticity with morphology of the cell. In this study, 
through examining the local elasticity distribution of a single cell, two distinct mechanical 
regions which mainly affected by the underlying cytoskeleton structure were found. Based on the 
developed model, the effect of cell culturing substrates on the cell elasticity of HAEC was 
discussed. 
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2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Cell Culture 
Human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC, Lonza) were grown in Endothelial Growth Medium-2 
(supplemented with EGM-2 bulletKit, Lonza). Cells were incubated in a humidified, 5% CO2 
environment at 37 ◦C. Culture media were changed every three days and cells were passaged 
after they reached 70% confluency using Trypsin-EDTA (0.05% Trypsin; 1 mM EDTA·4Na, 
Invitrogen). The behavior of cells remained the same during these passages, and passages 5-6 
were collected in the 1 ml sterile freezing vial (90% Foetal Bovine Serum and 10% Dimethyl 
sulphoxide). Then cells were frozen and put into a liquid nitrogen container for later 
experiments.  
2.2.2 Sample Preparation 
Substrate preparation: Substrate A were polystyrene cell culture dishes (60 mm). Substrate B 
were cover glasses (20 mm in diameter) coated with Matrigel (BD Biosciences) at a 1:8 dilution 
of a final concentration of 1.25 mg/mL [23]. The protocol of preparation of Matrigel coated 
substrate is described as follows. Matrigel was prepared ahead of time and frozen as 100 µl 
aliquots at -20 oC. One day before AFM experiment, one aliquot (100 µl) was taken and thawed 
on ice for two hours (or thaw at 4 oC overnight) until matrigel liquefies. The matrigel was diluted 
with 700 µl cold Deionized (DI) water using prechilled pipet tips to prevent the gelation of 
matrigel. 4 sterilized circle cover glasses were placed in a 24-well culture plate which was placed 
on the ice. 200 µl of matrigel solution was placed into each coverglass-containing well and the 
plate was tiled until the whole coverglass is covered with liquid. 100 µl of the extra solution 
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from each well was pipetted and discarded. With half opening of the cover for around 30 
minutes, the remaining liquid from each well was aspirated.  
Cell loading: One dish of cell, which was cultured until 70% confluence, was rinsed once with 
HBSS and trypsinized using 4 mL of above mentioned trypsin- EDTA solution. After 
centrifugation at 900 RPM for 5 mins, the collected cells were dispersed into 2mL medium, and 
placed on two different substrates. Place the coverglasses on a parafilm (preventing suspension 
running away from the covergalss) and pipet 180 µl cell suspensions on each coverglass. Pipet 
another 300 µl cell suspension onto the 60 mm petri-dish with around 20 mm diameter area. Cell 
density of both substrate was around 300-600 cells/cm2. Subsequently, cells were kept in a CO2 
incubator for 2 h for cell attachment and the medium was refreshed. Cells were cultured for 24 
hours for AFM measurement till the next day. 
2.2.3 AFM Experiments on Living Cells 
All experiments were performed on a Dimension V AFM equipped with Nanoscope controller V 
and a fluid cell (Veeco, Inc.). A Silicon nitride cantilever (from Nanoscience) with a nominal 
spring constant of 0.03 N/m and tip radius of around 20 nm was used. The spring constant of the 
cantilever calibrated by the thermal tune method [24] was 0.021 N/m.  
HAECs were gently rinsed with pre-warmed (37oC) phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution 
(containing Ca2+ and Mg2+), immersed in PBS solution balance with HEPES solution to maintain 
right PH value (7.4), and placed under the AFM cantilever tip. Both cells and the AFM 
cantilever were observed with microscope of AFM. The cantilever tip can be positioned at any 
site of interest on cells using Nanoscope controller software (Nanoscope 7.30, Veeco).  
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Topography was imaged by contact mode with low deflection set point and scan rate at 0.3 Hz to 
minimize disturbance during the scan process. Figure 2-1lists the 2D topography image, 
deflection image and 3D height image of a single HAEC at contact mode AFM.  
All the images were processed by Nanoscope 7.30 and Gwyddion 2.22 [25]. 
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Figure 2-1. AFM contact mode image of a single HAEC . (a) 2D height image; (b) deflection 
image which shows the reminiscent of the structure underneath cell surface clearer than height 
image; (c) 3D topography image.  
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2.2.4 Analysis of F-D Curves and Force Volume Method 
 
Figure 2-2. The diagram shows AFM scanning and indentation test on a cell. (a) AFM setup 
shows main components for AFM scanning, sample, laser, photodetector and cantilever 
connected with piezoelectric scanner; (b) the schema of a cantilever approaching the sample; (c) 
the schema of a cantilever indenting the sample. The indentation depth δ is defined as difference 
between the cantilever movement z and the deflection of cantilever d. 
Figure 2-2 shows the schematic of AFM setup for live cell experiments and depicts the principal 
of an indentation test by AFM. The cantilever was moved downward by piezoelectric scanner 
and when the cantilever comes in contact with a sample, the cantilever starts to deflect. The split 
photodiode will sense changes of light intensity due to the deflection of the cantilever. The 
deflection was recorded as d and the movement of the scanner as z. The indentation depth is 
defined by the difference between the cantilever movement z and the deflection d, which is given 
by  
 dz   (1) 
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As the scanner moving downward stepwise, the relationship between indentation depth and 
deflection can be obtained. The applied force on the sample can be obtained from multiplying the 
cantilever deflection d by the spring constant of the cantilever which was obtained from last 
section by thermal tune method. A typical force distance (F-D) curve is shown in Figure 2-3. 
Several different mechanical models have been developed for analyzing F-D curves obtained by 
AFM. The classical Hertz model [26] is expressed as 
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(2) 
where δ, ν, CR , and E indicate the indentation depth, Poisson’s ratio, the tip radius of the 
cantilever, and elastic modulus. Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.5 which is a typical value 
for soft incompressible material [27]. Classical Hertz model describing the indentation with force 
F into a homogeneous, soft and semi-infinite elastic material is often applied in biological 
samples. Compared to the size of the tip of AFM cantilevers, a cell can be seen as a very large 
surface. However, a fundamental assumption in the Hertz model is that the indentation depth 
should be less than the radius of the tip. In most cell indentation experiments, the indentation 
depth is up to hundreds nanometres which is much larger than the tip radius ~20 nm in our work.  
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Figure 2-3. A typical cantilever deflection versus indentation depth curve (black line without 
symbols) taken at a random site on the cell. Young’s modulus fitted by Sneddon model (blue 
cross symbols) is 12.35 kPa, and by Hertz model (red circle symbol) is 11.2 kPa. The spring 
constant of the cantilever is 0.021 N/m. 
Therefore, Sneddon model [28] is used in this study for elasticity calculation. This model 
assumes a rigid cone indenting a soft flat surface. The load and indentation depth relation is 
given by 
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(3) 
where   is half opening angle of the conical tip. In experiments, by controlling indenting rate, 
viscous effect of cell could be largely eliminated [29]. Figure 2-3 shows a typical F-D curve 
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fitted by Sneddon model and the Young’s modulus is 12.35 kPa (with 95% confidence bounds), 
while Hertz model has underestimated the value as 11.2 kPa.  
To obtain the overall elasticity map of a cell, force volume measurements were performed on 
HAECs. Firstly, the cells were scanned first to obtain a topography image which is to specify the 
area of interest. Then a single F-D curve was generated from the ramp plot to determine the 
relative force trigger threshold for later force volume measurement. A maximum indenting force 
of a cantilever was set up to 2 nN. Force plots generated at regular intervals on a sample surface 
were characterized as force volume imaging. If the scaned area is divided into a 32×32 array, 
1024 force-distance curves will be achieved for each force volume scan. Force volume (FV) 
measurement was performed to simultaneously obtain a height mapping image and matrix of F-
D curves, namely the matrix of elasticity, calculated by Matlab code under Sneddon model [28].      
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2.3 Results and Discussions 
2.3.1 Morphology of HAEC 
 
 
(e) 
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Figure 2-4. Contact mode image of a single HAEC grown on Matrigel. (a) and (c) are Height 
images. (b) and (d) are deflection images of cells in (a) and (c). (a) and (b) were captured within 
several minutes after the cells were taken out from the incubator. (c) and (d) were scanned after 
the cells had been equilibrating at room temperature for half an hour. The arrows in (d) indicate 
the reminiscent of actin cytoskeleton. (e) Cross section profiles for the two scans in (a) and (c) 
respectively. The two scans are indicated by arrows in this figure. 
To eliminate if different environmental conditions affected AFM measurements, multiple scans 
were performed at different times after removal of cells from the incubator. Cells were first 
rinsed by pre-warmed (37oC) PBS solution, a general use isotonic saline, and then quickly 
immersed in PBS solution for AFM imaging. Two scans were then performed. One scan was 
within several minutes after rinsing the cells in order to minimize the effect of the ambient 
environment (Figure 2-4a, b), and the other scan after the cells were equilibrating at room 
temperature for about half an hour (Figure 2-4c, d).  The height (Figure 2-4a, c) and deflection 
(Figure 2-4b, d) images of a single HAEC show that the centre area of the cell has a larger height 
than the surrounding areas due to underlying nucleus. From the height images, we observed that 
the cells had shrunk and the height decreased after cells were standing in PBS for half an hour. 
And the height profiles of two cross sections of the cells (marked by a line in Figure 2-4a, c 
respectively) are shown in Figure 2-4e. Bumpy structure are visible in the second scan taken 
after 30 min as compared to a smoother cell surface obtained during the first scan taken shortly 
after removal from incubator. 
In contact mode AFM, deflection image on a softer sample often reveals subsurface structures 
more clearly than topography Image. Therefore, deflection images of cells were also captured as 
shown in Figure 2-4b, d.  Linear structures, reminiscent of the cytoskeleton underneath the cell 
membrane, became visible in the deflection images. The cytoskeleton is composed of three main 
kinds of filaments, actin filaments (AF), intermediate filaments (IF) and microtubules (MT). 
Judging from the known morphology and arrangement of cytoskeletal elements within 
endothelial cells [30], the filamentous structures here are likely F-actin containing stress fibres of 
the cytoskeleton. Cells scanned immediately after being emerged from incubator (Figure 2-4b) 
reveal a much smoother profile compared to those that left at room temperature for around 30 
minutes (Figure 2-4d). Conjecturing that actin cytoskeleton reorganized when cells were 
equilibrating in PBS solution for AFM scanning, then hypothetically, the reorganization of 
cytoskeleton was caused by the shrinkage of the cells due to temperature and pH changes. 
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2.3.2 Dynamic Elasticity Change of HAEC 
In order to characterize elasticity of single cell, samples were restricted in certain confluency. 
The images were scanned by AFM to check availability of samples preparation method 
(scanning images were not shown here).  
 
Figure 2-5. (a) Sections of several different cells, the “+” symbols are points for elasticity 
measurement; (b) the elasticity change with respect to time, point 1 to 5 are marked points 
indicated in (a). 
Figure 2-5a elucidates examples of several regions of cells scanned after removal from incubator 
in the point and shoot module of AFM. Point and shoot module allows capturing the image first 
then pick up sites of interest to perform force distance curve measurements. Results showed that 
cells have various elasticities from different sites. Plotting the Young’s moduli over time (Figure 
2-5b) revealed fluctuations of elasticity during the first few minutes following removal from 
incubator. However, after around 20 minutes, the elasticity of HAEC became relatively stable. 
More cells were studied (data not shown) and we concluded that three different distinct trends 
can be discerned: 1) increasing and 2) decreasing of elasticity, as well as 3) relatively stable 
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status; therefore, following AFM experiments were performed after cells became relatively 
stable conditions.  
2.3.3 Elasticity Characterization of a Single Cell 
 
Figure 2-6. Force volume measurement of HAEC. (a) Height image; (b) elasticity map with 32 × 
32 pixels; (c) the contour profile of the height image;  (d) the average Young’s moduli at 
different height intervals. 0.9 represents the height section [0.8H, 0.9H], and H is the total height 
of the cell. 
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Since HAEC in culture and in situ contains heterogeneous domains, heterogeneity and dynamic 
property of HAEC have increased difficulty of the elasticity measurement and characterization. 
Thus, to get more comprehensive information about the elasticity of a cell, force volume 
measurement, measuring a whole cell, is performed. Figure 2-6 shows the results of a force 
volume measurement of a single HAEC. When comparing Young’s moduli over the entire cell in 
Fig. 3b, we noticed that Young’s moduli vary from the nuclear area to the edge area; 
consequently, any data obtained from local measurement points cannot represent overall 
elasticity of the cell. Nevertheless, the overall average of stiffness could be used as an alternative 
way; the effect from substrate is inevitable at the cell edge area due to the small height. Since a 
cell has various heights, it is necessary to devise a method that characterizes the elasticity of a 
cell using the distribution of elasticity data and therefore make these results more meaningful. A 
criterion of defining main cell area is introduced in Figure 2-6c. After normalization, the cell 
height (H) is seen as 0% from the bottom of the substrate to 100% at the top. The main cell area 
is defined as from 30%, which can be determined by examining the height information from 
different cell type, to the top. On average, the elasticity of this cell on polystyrene surface is 9.45 
± 4.90 kPa (SEM). 
However, the distribution of cell elasticity is highly inhomogeneous caused by heterogeneous 
cytoskeleton structure underneath. For further characterization, the elasticity of a cell, the cell 
was sliced into several different heights shown as a contour image in Figure 2-6c. The contour 
line comprising the same color represents a height region within the same height section. After 
averaging the elasticity of these height regions, an array of elasticity for different height section 
of the cell was obtained, shown in Figure 2-6d. It is noticeable that different height areas have a 
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distinguishable value compared to other cell areas. To evaluate if elasticity depends on the 
substrate that cells are exposed to, we cultured HAEC on basement membrane material 
(Matrigel) and compared measurements with those from cells grown on tissue culture plastic. 
Figure 2-7 is the measurement of HAECs on matrigel substrate. Under the same criteria of the 
definition of cell main area mentioned above, the elasticity of this cell on matrigel substrate is 
8.88 ± 6.35 kPa. It is common knowledge that elasticity of cells on stiffer substrates would be 
slightly higher than that on compliant surface [31]; In another sense, substrate affects elasticity 
of cells as they grow. Our results are consistent with measurements reported by others since the 
Young’s modulus of matrigel is much lower than that of polystyrene.  
Figure 2-7b shows comparison of Young’s moduli for cells on two different substrates. Although 
most of the area shows lower elasticity compared to cells on stiffer substrate, the elasticity of 
cells at the topmost of nuclear area and certain height region is very close. Measurement and 
comparison of small portion of a cell cannot get valid experiment results; the distribution of 
Young’s moduli should be correlated with a great amount of surface properties of the cell which 
is highly heterogeneous. Instead of being separated from elasticity to claim Young’s moduli in 
the future, the height ought to be considered as an important “weight” to define elasticity for the 
benefits of comparison.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2-7. Force volume result from HAECs on matrigel substrate. (a) Cell height image; (b) 
the elasticity comparison of cells on two different types of substrates, the solid square symbol is 
for polystyrene and the solid circle symbol is for matrigel. The horizontal axis is for different 
height region. 
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2.3.4 Elasticity Distribution and Statistical analysis 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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Figure 2-8. Elasticity distribution of cells from different areas. (a) The distribution of the whole 
scanning area. (b) The elasticity distribution for different height sections. Black hollow circle 
curve describes the height section from 0.8H to H on culture dish. Blue plus curve and red solid 
circle curve stand for the height section [0.8H, H] and [0.6H, 0.8H] of the cells on matrigel. H is 
the total height of the cell. The arrows indicate the peaks. 
Although slicing the cell into several height sections has well improved the examination method 
of cell elasticity, it is still a homogenization technique ignoring the distribution of elasticity field. 
Figure 2-8 shows elasticity distribution from different areas of AFM mapping. Obviously the two 
main peaks highlighted from the multiple peaks in Figure 2-8a represent the elasticity of cell and 
cell edge largely affected by substrate respectively. In Figure 2-8b, double peaks are again shown 
in different height sections, such as the height section [0.8H, H] of the cell on culture dish and 
the height section [0.6H, 0.8H] of the cell on matrigel, while there is no obvious second peak 
shown at the height section of [0.8H, H] of the cell on matrigel.  
 
               (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 2-9. (a) Height image; (b) the elasticity distribution for two different areas, one is AF 
affluent area, and the other is impoverish AF area. The scan area is from the square mask in (b). 
In order to explain double peaks phenomenon. We slightly increased scanning force and the 
topography image is shown in Figure 2-9a. A small area from Figure 2-9a was chosen for force 
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distance curve measurement in point and shoot module. As mentioned, contact mode AFM can 
show more distinct features of underlying structure from deflection image. Therefore, the 
deflection image was captured (the enclosed image in Figure 2-9b) and used for F-D curve 
measurement in point and shoot module. Judging from the known morphology and arrangement 
of cytoskeletal elements within endothelial cells [30], the filamentous structures here are likely 
F-actin containing stress fibres of the cytoskeleton. Two different regions with apparent 
differences in AF bundle density with a small area (Figure 2-9a) were compared. One appeared 
to be AF rich with distinct AF bundles (square symbols in Figure 2-9b), and the other area with 
fewer of these bundles (circle symbols in Figure 2-9b). Since these regions were in very close 
proximity to each other (1-2 µm), there should not be big gap between elasticities. However, 
mean elasticity of AF rich area is obviously higher and the distribution extends to a higher value. 
The second peak here can be contributed by the elasticity of stress fibers underneath. 
This explains that the double peaks of the elasticity distribution in Figure 2-8b for the cells on 
culture dish substrate and also in certain sections of matrigel substrate. For the cells on matrigel 
which is a more compliant substrate, there is no sharp second peak shown in the elasticity 
distribution of the topmost height section. We can predict that there are more stress fibres 
residing closer to the surface of the cells culturing on the hard substrate and there are more stress 
fibres at lower height section areas, which has caused higher elasticity because the overall 
stiffness of a cell is determined by cytoskeleton.  
In summary, classical elasticity measurement predicts the overall mechanical properties of cells 
and ignored the local elasticity field distribution which is not always random in nature. However, 
statistic distribution often contains valuable information to complement our investigation. The 
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distinct double peak phenomenon of elasticity distribution reveals the discrepancy of underlying 
cytoskeleton structure between cells on different substrates. 
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2.4 Conclusion 
Cell is a highly heterogeneous material and it is beneficial for evaluating the overall mechanical 
property instead of measuring local elasticity of cells. In this paper, AFM is used to study the 
morphology and the elasticity of HAEC to develop a method of characterizing the elasticity of 
single cell.  
Force volume method with AFM was applied to study elasticity distribution on HAEC. Based on 
height information of a cell, a new characterization method was proposed to evaluate the 
elasticity. The cell height should not be separated from the discussion of cell elasticity; instead, it 
should be taken into consideration as a “weight” factor. This method could be leveraged for other 
kind of cells by normalizing height of cells. Through correlating the height with the cell 
elasticity, we could not only achieve a more meaningful characterization of the elasticity of cells, 
but also eliminate those areas which are not suitable for elasticity representation.  
Through investigating the local elasticity distribution of cells, we found that cytoskeleton 
structure under cell surface has largely contributed to stiffness of cells. The double peak reveals 
more heterogeneous structure underneath while smoother distribution represents relatively 
homogeneous structure supporting the plasma membrane. It is concluded that elasticity of cells 
have a relation with the density of actin cytoskeleton: higher density area will increase the 
elasticity and vice versa.  
To achieve comprehensive and significant cell mechanical properties for practical clinical use, 
there are still numerous hurdles to overcome. Nevertheless, AFM will continue severing as a 
powerful tool for future disease detection, diagnosis and treatment of diseases.   
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CHAPTER 3 
3 A MECHANICALLY DISTINCT BILAYER MODEL FOR 
ENDOTHELIAL CELLS 
3.1 Introduction 
All living cells experience various mechanical forces, from fluid shear stress on endothelial cells 
to high compression forces on bone cells. The mechanical responses of cells under mechanical 
stimuli largely determines the subsequent biochemical signalling, which also plays significant 
role in the development of various diseases, including atherosclerosis [1], cancer [2] and arthritis 
[3]. Mechanotransduction [4, 5], converting mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals, has 
been found to play an important role in regulating numerous physiological processes [6]. These 
findings have prompted research insight mechanical properties, especially mechanical responses 
under biomechanical stimuli, of living cells.  
Of all the different techniques, such as micropipette aspiration [7] and optical tweezers [8], 
available to study responses of cells under mechanical stimuli, scanning probe (SP)-based force 
spectroscopy like AFM [9] is suitable for obtaining mechanical behaviour for adherent cells with 
high spatial resolution [10]. A number of studies have demonstrated the ability of AFM in 
examining mechanical properties of living cells. In previous chapter, with AFM measurement, 
the elasticity moduli of cells were well characterized. Instead of conceiving cells as pure elastic 
materials, AFM has also been used to quantify viscoelastic properties of living cells through 
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performing stress relaxation measurement [11-13]. Typically, cells are scanned along the cell 
surface to reveal the heterogeneity and show the lateral distribution of mechanical property. 
However, cells are also non-homogeneous in normal direction of cell surfaces. During the 
indentation process, AFM probe will sense various cell components, from plasma membrane to 
underlying cytoplasm and cytoskeleton, which manifest distinct mechanical responses under 
stimuli. Cell membrane and cytoskeleton, with distinct architectures and mechanical properties, 
interact mutually and regulate the integrity along with the functions of cells. Biomechanics 
serves as complementary perspective to structural and cellular biology. Thus, it is necessary to 
find a model to indentify the contributions of different cell components on the mechanical 
performance of cells. 
In this study, human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs) were cultured in vitro to investigate the 
stress relaxation behaviour. From force time curves obtained by AFM, stress relaxation 
responses of ECs were found to be contributed by two different stress relaxation times.  Through 
investigating the architecture of cells, membrane skeleton and cytoskeleton, a mechanically 
distinct bilayer structure was proposed to explore mechanical property of ECs, focusing on 
discussion of the membrane behaviour for the study in next chapter. 
3.2 Methods and Experiments 
3.2.1 Cell culture 
Human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC, Lonza), cultured in a humidified incubator at 37oC with 
5% CO2, were maintained in endothelial growth media, which was supplemented with EGM2 kit 
(Lonza) and antibiotics (penicillin 100 U/ml and streptomycin 100 µg/ml).  
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3.2.2 Stress Relaxation Experiments 
A commercial AFM (Dimension V, Veeco Inc.) with Nanoscope controller V and a fluid cell 
was used for the experiments. Triangular shape silicon nitride cantilevers (Nanoscience) with a 
pyramidal tip and a nominal spring constant of 0.02-0.06 N/m were used. The typical radius of 
curvature of tips was around 20 nm. The spring constant of cantilevers were calibrated by 
thermal tune method [14] before each experiment.  
AFM experimental setup is the same as that in previous chapter. After ECs has formed a 
confluent layer (Figure 3-1).  The cantilever tip was positioned at the site of interest on the 
sample by moving the stage using Nanoscope controller software (Nanoscope 7.30, Veeco). Low 
deflection set point was used to minimize forces exerted on cells and low scan rate such as 0.4 
Hz was used to decrease the disturbance during scanning process. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 3-1. AFM images of HAEC at confluent state using contact mode. (a) 2D topography; (b) 
3D height image. All images were analyzed and rendered by Nanoscope 8.10 and Gwyddion 
2.24 [15]. 
In previous chapter, the necessary parameters such as the scan rate and loading speed were 
adjusted to ensure cells mainly manifest elastic properties. Although elasticity map has revealed 
a good perspective for mechanical properties of cells, cells are intrinsic viscoleastic materials 
which needs further to be understood by stress relaxation measurement. Before each stress 
relaxation measurement, a force distance (F-D) curve was taken to estimate the separation 
distance between AFM tip and cell surface.  Figure 3-2 shows a typical force distance curve for 
indenting biological samples.  
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Figure 3-2. A typical indentation curve for AFM indentation on HAEC. F-D curve is obtained by 
multiplying cantilever deflection with spring constant of the cantilever. Blue curve is the 
approaching curve, while red curve is the retracing curve. Green area enclosed by approaching 
and retracing curves is caused by the hysteresis effect of soft materials. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3-3. A typical force time curve obtained from PicoForce module of AFM. (a) and (b) are 
two channels in the strip-chart. (a) is the indentation force with respect to time, which (b) is the z 
movement. 
PicoForce module of AFM was used to obtain the force time (FT) curves. In PicoForce mode, 
Channel 1 was set to record cantilever deflection, while channel 2 was set to track the movement 
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of scanner. Figure 3-3 shows the test results for two channels and channel 1 was converted to 
force time curve by multiplying spring constant of the cantilever. A script was compiled to 
control the loading rate and indentation depth for force time curve measurements. Through 
setting x-offset, y-offset and loop count, a series FT curves can also be achieved in each 
engagement. A loading speed of less than 1 µm was used to ensure the membrane integrity. The 
maximum loading was kept under 2 nN. All data were exported as ASCII and analyzed using 
customized Matlab routine. 
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3.3 Stress Relaxation Analysis 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3-4. (a) Force time curve at a random site of the cell with stress relaxation part fitted by 
second order Maxwell model (red cross curve). Force-time curve includes indentation, relaxation 
and withdrawal process (separated by the red dash line). (b) The force time curve was redrawn as 
force distance curve to show the different between F-D curves for elasticity measurement. The 
offset of the two curves is caused by the energy dissipation during the measurement cycle.  
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Instead of applying high frequency load on cells to measure the viscoelastic response, a quasi-
static loading was applied on the cell by AFM probe. Figure 3-4a shows a force time curve 
including three sections, indentation, stress relaxation and withdrawal. By combining with 
scanner movement versus time, the force time curve was able to be translated into force distance 
curve shown in Figure 3-4b. In stress relaxation part, the scanner movement was held constantly 
and the deflection of cantilever was monitored by photodiode. The change of cantilever 
deflection was only a few nanometres (around 4 nm shown in the green part curve in Figure 3-4b) 
during the stress relaxation process; thus the indentation depth change caused by the deflection 
of cantilever was ignored. Therefore, the indentation depth was regarded as constant during the 
stress relaxation process. 
Generally, exponential force decay was often a method of characterizing the response of 
relaxation for a linear, isotropic subject like polymer [16]. Considering cells are heterogeneous 
materials, general Maxwell model containing N parallely arranged Maxwell elements could be 
give as 
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When N = 1, we will get 
 0 1 0 1exp[( ) / ]F F F t t      (3) 
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After fitting the stress relaxation part in Figure 3-4, we will get 0F =834.9 pN, 1F =179.8 pN and 
1 =2.18 s. 0F  and 1F are the pure elastic load and the viscoelastic load, respectively. 1  is the 
relaxation time. From equation (2) and elasticity of EC, we will get the viscosity with the same 
magnitude in literature [17]. However, cells are non-homogeneous in both transverse direction 
and vertical direction. The linear Maxwell model still homogenizes the cell in the vertical 
direction. To better interpret stress relaxation response of endothelial cell under compression, the 
natural architecture of cells has to be considered to better characterize the mechanical behaviour. 
 
Figure 3-5. (a) Part of the cross section of a cell. The top part of a cell contains two distinctly 
mechanical domain, phospholipid bilayer and proteins formed as membrane skeleton and the 
underlying cytoskeleton structure; (b) the second order Maxwell viscoelastic model consists of a 
spring paralleled with two Maxwell elements. 
Figure 3-5a shows a schematic of the cross section of a cell. A recent study has shown that the 
phospholipid bilayers of the plasma membrane are viscoelastic [18]. The very top part of a cell 
can be seen as the membrane skeleton connected with the underneath cytoskeleton. Instead of 
considering cells as a homogeneous material, the cell was seen as a spring paralleled with two 
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spring-dashes was shown in Figure 3-5. Unlike conventional methods, cell was treated as bilayer 
mechanical structure by taking account the architecture of the cell. Spring-dash 1 represents the 
very top part of the cell, while spring-dash 2 represents underlying cytoskeleton structure. 
Figure 3-4a shows fitted curve by Maxwell model with a spring and two parallel arranged 
Maxwell elements. After fitting the stress relaxation part to the initial point (t0=0), we will be 
able to get 
 )/exp()/exp( 22110  tFtFFF    (4) 
For the case in Figure 3-4a, we have 0F =828 pN, 1F =53 pN, 2F =169.6 pN, 1 =0.175 s and 2
=2.68 s. 0F  is the pure elastic load. 1F  and 2F  are the viscoelastic loads on the cell membrane 
and underlying cytoskeleton respectively. 1  and 2  stand for the relaxation time for the two 
elements. Further measurement confirmed that 1  was the shorter response time falls in the 
range from 0.1 s to 1 s, while 2  was several seconds. 
Plasma membrane is more fluid like compared to underlying cytoskeleton structure; therefore, it 
is hypothesized that the short relaxation response time 1  corresponds to the membrane part, and 
2  indicates the response time for cytoplasm and cytoskeleton.  
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(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 3-6. Relaxation times for ECs over a certain area (100 µm2). (a) Probability distributions 
of shorter relaxation time 1  and (b) longer relaxation time 2  for ECs. 
Through compiling the scripts in PicoForce mode, a series FT curves were obtained over cell 
surface. Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of relaxation times 1  and 2  for a series of 
measurements for ECs. Figure 3-6a reveals that the relaxation time 1  falls in the range of 
several to 200 ms, while Figure 3-6b demonstrates that the relaxation time 2 is above 1 s. The 
difference of 1 and 2 was significant (p < 0.0001, student t-test).  
3.4 Discussion 
All living cells face not only an intricate biochemical environment, but also various 
biomechanical stimuli. The mechanisms of how cells converting biomechanical signal into 
biochemical signals to regulate cell functions are critical in homeostasis and many diseases. Cell 
mechanics provides new insight into underlying mechanotransduction process. With AFM, the 
controlled forces were applied and the responses of endothelial cells were precisely recorded. 
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Figure 3-5a shows the cross section of the top part of a cell, consisting of plasma membrane 
made of phospholipid bilayers and a number of proteins, and cytoskeleton contained within 
cytoplasm acting as scaffold for cells. The stress relaxation analysis has demonstrated two 
different relaxation times corresponding to the structure of the cell. It is hypothesized that cell 
consists mechanically distinct double-layer sections for plasma membrane skeleton and 
underlying cytoskeleton. The short relaxation time is contributed from the plasma membrane 
while the longer relaxation time is determined by the underlying cytoskeleton.  
3.5 Conclusion 
Mechanical properties are very important for cellular responses to biophysical and biochemical 
environment. In this study, we have measured the viscoelastic response of ECs through 
investigating stress relaxation behaviour under constant compression. It was hypothesized that 
ECs have bilayer structure in the normal direction with each layer showing distinct mechanical 
property. A second order Maxwell viscoelastic model was used to analyze the relaxation 
response. The two Maxwell elements are corresponding to the cell membrane and the underlying 
cytoskeleton respectively. Two relaxation times were found to correlate with the properties of 
plasma membrane and underlying cytoskeleton structures. 
The native structure and mechanical performance are very important for the functioning of 
endothelial cells. ECs, lining the inner most layer of blood vessel, act as guards for the blood 
vessel and the body, while plasma membrane plays as a sensor to detect external signals and 
transmit into the cell. In the bilayer viscoelastic model, the shorter response time, corresponding 
to the behaviour of plasma membrane, could be used as an indicator to indentify the responses of 
plasma membrane under controller forces. In addition, when endothelial cells suffered from an 
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external mechanical stimuli or interaction with other cells such as monocytes, the shorter 
response time would be very critical for the membrane to sense the signal and transfer this 
external stimuli into the internal cells to initiate a signal cascade and take actions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4 THE EFFECT OF CHOLESTEROL CONTENT ON MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS 
4.1 Introduction 
Extensive biochemical and biophysical evidence has been studied to unravel the complex picture 
of cell membrane structure, composition and deformability during last few decades. Various 
functionally and morphologically distinct microdomains, residing within or around plasma 
membrane, are essential for the functioning of molecules and cell membrane. Membrane proteins 
are not randomly floating as icebergs in a sea of the phospholipid bilayer, which was stated in 
Singer-Nicholson fluid model [1]. Instead, emerging evidence indicates that there are lipid 
microenvironments on  cell surface, known as lipid rafts, which are tightly packed together with 
cholesterol [2]. These microdomains composed mainly of cholesterol and glycosphinolipid are 
critically involved with complex protein-protein interaction between ligands, receptors and 
kinases, to name a few. To investigate the property of plasma membrane from studying the 
biomechanical properties of both the cell and plasma membrane, the relation between the 
membrane composition and mechanical property was examined:  stress relaxation responses of 
cells were observed through manipulating the cholesterol content in plasma membrane. 
Cholesterol, as an indispensable component to keep cell membrane functional, is thought to 
perform as a space between hydrocarbon chains of sphingolipids and to function as dynamic glue 
keeping the raft assembly together. Lipid rafts containing a given set of proteins can change 
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composition and structure under different biochemical and biomechanical stimuli. Recent studies 
have shown that removing cholesterol from lipid rafts will induce changes of biomechanical 
properties of cells [3, 4]. Meanwhile, cholesterol is also toxic to cell if the concentration is 
deviated from physiological value. The natural state of plasma membrane is essential for cells to 
realize physiological functions. The content of cholesterol at cellular levels is kept in tight 
control by complex cholesterol biosynthesis and cellular uptake as well as efflux of excess 
cellular cholesterol, disturbance of which leads to a variety of diseases. Increasing evidences 
indicate that high cholesterol level or hypercholesterolaemia contribute to endothelial 
dysfunction [5-7] inducing cardiovascular diseases [8] like atherosclerosis. Membrane skeleton 
sense stimuli from external environment and transfer to internal cytoskeleton, therefore, 
modification of cholesterol content on the plasma membrane will alter natural biomechanical 
properties such as elasticity, adhesion and permeability of endothelial cells [9], which can either 
directly or indirectly influence cell functioning and cause dysfunction of cells to induce diseases. 
In this study, two groups of human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs), cholesterol enriched cells 
and control cells, were studied to investigate the effect of cholesterol content on mechanical 
properties of ECs. Firstly, the elasticity change was observed using the method in chapter 2. 
From force-time curves obtained from AFM, stress relaxation responses of cells were analyzed 
and compared. The change of stress relaxation time has demonstrated the mechanical property of 
cell membrane was altered by the cholesterol content on cell membrane. It was found that cell 
membrane become relatively unstable compared to the reference cells without treating with high 
cholesterol content.  
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4.2 Methods and Experiments 
4.2.1 Cell culture 
See section 3.2.1.  
4.2.2 Cholesterol Content Treatment 
Cellular cholesterol content was enriched by exposing cells to methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) 
saturated with cholesterol. The details for preparing MβCD solution saturated with cholesterol 
can be found in literature [10]. In this study, dry powder of cholesterol balanced by methyl-β-
cyclodextrin (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved into endothelial growth media without serum. The 
solution is vortexed to bring all the powder from the wall and dissolve thoroughly. Then this 100% 
saturated cyclodextrin:cholesterol solution was filtered through a 0.2 µm syringe filter to remove 
the excess cholesterol crystal and to sterilize the solution. The final solution was incubated at 
37oC overnight. Immediately before using the solution, it was filter thought a 0.45 µm to remove 
the excess cholesterol crystals. HAECs (around 40,000 cells/cm2) were seeded on a glass cover 
slip coated with gelatin. After cells attached and grew into confluent next day, the media was 
changed to the new cholesterol solution after washing cells twice with serum free solution 
(HBSS). 
4.2.3 AFM Mechanical Measurements 
Cellular indentation and stress relaxation measurements were performed on the two groups of 
cells, control and cholesterol enriched cells. The AFM setup was the same as described in 
previous chapters. In brief, AFM probe was first positioned over the sample and an image was 
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obtained to target the cell. A force distance (F-D) curve was captured to determine the force 
threshold for force volume measurement. Then force volume measurement was performed to get 
an elasticity map. For stress relaxation measurement, a quasi-static loading, with an approach 
speed of 500 nm/s, was applied to estimate the indentation distance through taking an F-D curve. 
Then the stress relaxation test was performed. All tests were done after cells grew into confluent. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Cholesterol Content Affects Cell Morphology 
 
(a)                                       (b) 
Figure 4-1. DIC (Differential Interference Contrast) microscopy images of endothelial cells. (a) 
Control cells; (b) cells after cholesterol enrichment. Cholesterol enriched cells show blebs 
forming on the cell membrane. 
Figure 4-1 shows images taken from DIC microscopy after cholesterol enrichment for a few 
hours. The membrane of cholesterol enrichment cells (Figure 4-1b) evinced more blebs than the 
control cells (Figure 4-1a) and larger spreading area; while the cell density doesn’t show 
significant difference between two types of cells over a larger area. Previous works suggested the 
possibility that cholesterol could be enriched to certain degree in the outer monolayer [11]. In 
addition, cholesterol serves as glue between phospholipid bilayers. Therefore it is hypothesized 
that excess cholesterol may have connected the adjacent microdomains together in certain level 
on plasma membrane to form the blebs, which is to release the membrane lateral stress caused by 
the extension of cell membrane.  
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Predictably, excess cholesterol can increase mechanical performance of plasma membrane; 
therefore, the viscosity of the membrane has increased and extended the stress relaxation time as 
well.   
4.3.2 The stiffness and intercellular interaction forces of endothelial cells 
  
(a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure 4-2. Young’s modulus comparison for two groups of cells. (a) The comparison of 
Young’s modulus over the whole height sections for two groups of cells; (b) The average of 
Young’s modulus for two groups of cells at height section of [0.3H, 0.8H]. H is the overall 
height of the cell. (p=0.42, student’s t-test) 
From the data obtained in force volume measurement, the stiffness doesn’t show significant 
difference between cholesterol enriched cells and control cells, which were consistent from the 
results in literature. For force distance measurement, the indentation depth was often several 
hundred nanometres where the cytoskeleton has dominated the mechanical performance. In 
another word, the elasticity of the membrane doesn’t have a significant effect on the overall 
elasticity of the cell.  
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Figure 4-3. AFM deflection images (a-b) of normal cells and (c-d) cells enriched with cholesterol. 
Cholesterol enriched cells shows large cell separation distance compared to normal cells. 
Earlier studies have shown that manipulating cellular cholesterol content will affect membrane-
cytoskeleton adhesion [12]. Figure 4-3 shows the deflection images taken from AFM from both 
cholesterol enriched cells and control cells. From the deflection images of AFM, the underlying 
cytosketon structure of the stress fibres will be clearer than that from topography image. Figure 
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4-3a and b show that the cytoskeletons criss-cross to form a dense network in control cells, while 
the cholesterol enrichment cells are partially interacted with each other. Figure 4-3d shows that 
cells were almost separated in certain sites. Although Figure 4-3c shows that cells were 
connected together but the overlap level of cytoskeleton is much lower than control cells. For 
AFM experiments in this study, the scanning was done at room temperature and in PBS buffer 
solution balanced with HEPES solution to maintain the PH. Although cells were kept alive and 
intact during the scanning, cells still suffered from contraction due to the temperature change at 
the first few minutes, which is not easy to be detected from optical microscopy. Both samples 
were seeded with the same cell density and the time of enrichment for cholesterol was kept to 
shorter (around three hours) and changed back to normal medium for further growing. No 
obvious detachment of cells was observed. If the intercellular interaction force is weak, cells will 
show separation status during scanning. The limitation here is that the protocol for enrichment of 
cholesterol is not the same as in vivo physiologically high cholesterol condition. In addition, the 
enrichment happened in a relatively shorter time. Both these limitations may have enlarged the 
effect of the cell performance. The phenomena did show that the intercellular interaction forces 
were affected by cholesterol content. 
Endothelium is a barrier between blood and tissue. The integrity of the barrier is the best strategy 
to control a right permittivity for proteins or cells. The excess of cholesterol level or 
hypercholesterolemia may cause abnormal functioning of endothelium which leads to a lot of 
diseases such as coronary artery disease or atherosclerosis. 
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4.3.3 Cholesterol affects the property of cell membrane 
 
(a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 4-4. Relaxation time for control cell and cholesterol enriched cells. (a) distribution of 
shorter relaxation time ( 1 ) for control cell and cholesterol enriched cells. The shorter relaxation 
time for control cells is 168.7 ms, while for cholesterol enriched cells is 210.3 ms; (b) 
distribution of longer relaxation time ( 2 ) for control cell and cholesterol enriched cells; 
Figure 4-4 shows relaxation time 1  and 2  for a group of measurements for cholesterol enriched 
cells and control cells. Figure 4-4a reveals that the relaxation time 1  for cholesterol enriched 
cells became larger than that of control cells, while Figure 4-4b demonstrates that enriched cells 
and control cells do not manifest different 2 . The difference of 1 was significant (p < 0.001, 
student t-test).  
As mentioned, membrane cholesterol serves as glue on cell membrane, an important factor in 
determining the physiological properties of lipid bilayers and plasma membrane, and was 
believed to regulate elasticity and fluidity of plasma membrane. Thus, with excess content of 
cholesterol on membrane, the mechanical property of the membrane has been changed. From 
Figure 4-4a, cholesterol has modified the membrane into more ordered state with lower fluidity, 
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which increases rigidity to prolong the stress relaxation time. In addition, for the control cells 
shown in Figure 4-4a, the higher value may correspond to higher cholesterol site, since 
cholesterol is not uniformly distributed but in preferentially confined to lipid rafts which are 
microdomains distributed on plasma membrane. These results have further confirmed that 
membrane and cytoplasm can be seen as separate mechanical elements when analyzing the 
viscoelastic property of a cell. 
In the above analysis, it was hypothesized that a cell consists mechanically distinct bilayer 
section, focusing on investigating mechanical response of membrane from cholesterol enriched 
cells. However, the membrane is not structurally separated from underlying cytoplasm and 
cytoskeleton. Instead of applying low forces (less than 2 nN), an increase of applying force (3-8 
nN) on the cell was done to obtain the force time curves. The relaxation time is 235.5 ± 26.2 ms 
for the shorter relaxation time which corresponds to the property on the membrane side. This 
result further confirms that the two relaxation times are corresponded to the different structures 
of the cells. 
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4.3.4 Lipid raft assumption 
 
Figure 4-5. A schematic image of the cross section from part of cell membrane. The dash frame 
is a lipid raft with higher cholesterol content tightly packing together the lipid layer. 
After the homogeneous fluid lipid bilayer model of plasma membrane has been modified, the 
concept of lipid raft has been widely accepted. Lipid rafts are dynamic assemblies of proteins 
and lipids that dispersed freely within the surrounding liquid-disordered bilayer of cellular 
membrane; they can also cluster to form larger ordered platforms. Figure 4-5 shows part of the 
plasma membrane which includes a lipid raft. As mentioned, the cholesterol functions as glue in 
the lipid layer organization which forms a more packed microdomain terms as lipid raft, 
therefore, those lipid microdomains have higher concentration of cholesterol and 
glycosphinolipid.  
Figure 4-4a shows the distribution of the membrane relaxation time 1  for a larger number of 
measurements. From the figure we can find that there is a second peak of the relaxation time. 
Lipid raft is believed to be an ordered microdomain which shows lower fluidity than the 
surrounding environment. From the results here we could estimate that the fluidity decrease for 
the cholesterol enriched cells should be caused by the higher content of cholesterol forming more 
ordered domain on the plasmas membrane. With the excess cholesterol residing on the plasma 
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membrane, the fluidity of the whole membrane has decreased for the cholesterol enriched cells, 
although most of the cholesterol will be extracted by the cell metabolism process in the 
following culture. 
Membrane cholesterol is an important factor in determine the physiological properties of the 
lipid bilayers and plasma membrane. Especially the cholesterol which is lipid raft associated has 
been emerging as one of the pivotal players in modulating the cellular signalling cascades. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Cellular homeostasis of cholesterol involves the regulation of its total cellular level and its 
distribution between membranes and within a given membrane. Cholesterol serves as an 
indispensable constituent of plasma membranes. The balance of cholesterol affects properties 
and functions of membrane proteins such as receptors, enzymes, or ion channels. 
In this study, we have measured the mechanical properties including elasticity and viscoelasticity 
for two groups of cells, which are cholesterol enriched cells and control cells without special 
treatment. We hypothesized endothelial cell has bilayer structure in the vertical direction which 
shows distinct mechanical property. A second order Maxwell viscoelastic model was used to 
interpret the relaxation response. The results showed that the two Maxwell elements correspond 
to the cell membrane and the underlying cytoskeleton respectively. In addition, we used 
cholesterol to manipulate the structure of the cell membrane; the mechanical property change of 
the membrane for cholesterol enriched cell has further confirmed that the architecture of cell 
plays the main role for the two different relaxation response times. The morphology showed a 
little variance for these two types of cells and the intercellular interaction force was affected by 
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the different cholesterol content, however, the elasticity of two groups of cells did not show 
significantly difference. 
In summary, cholesterol acting as biochemical stimuli on ECs has changed the mechanical 
performance of the plasma membrane, and altered the morphology and adhesion properties of 
ECs. Cholesterol was thought to be an indispensable and meanwhile toxic component for the 
cells. By intentionally changing the content of cholesterol in the plasma membrane, a series 
mechanical properties of ECs were investigated, the results shows that cholesterol has brought 
the membrane into chaos state which is different from their native state. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5 A RAPID PROTOTYPE OF MICROFLUIDIC CELL CULTURE 
SYSTEM  
5.1 Introduction 
Blood vessels, which are connecting all organs in the body, maintain homeostasis of the 
circulatory system. Blood vessels in the body are responsible for many diseases especially 
cardiovascular diseases. Endothelial cells (ECs), which line at the innermost layer of blood 
vessel, experience shear stress, hydrostatic pressure, and cyclic strain imposed by the stretch and 
contraction from the surrounding smooth muscle cells [1]. Meanwhile, ECs response to these 
hemodynamic forces by changing morphology [2, 3], function and gene expression [4, 5]. For 
example, cyclic strain can up-regulate nitric oxide synthase [6]; hydrostatic pressure will induce 
morphology and proliferation response of ECs [7]. Overall, vascular functions are controlled by 
a variety of biomechanical and biochemical factors, such as hormones, cytokines and 
neurotransmitters, which has complicated in vivo studies.  
Among all physical forces, shear force is recognized as the most important modulator in a 
number of physiological and pathological phenomena, such as vascular remodelling [8], 
angiogenesis [9] and atherosclerosis [10]. Cells sense mechanical stimuli from external 
environment and convert into biochemical signals to regulate cell responses. Various macro- and 
micro-scale perfusion cell culture systems were developed to investigate responses of endothelial 
cells and to clarify underlying mechanisms of shear stress mechanotransduction [11]. For 
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macroscale system, flow chamber is one of the most popular techniques employed as in vitro 
model to study responses of endothelial cells under flow condition. Recently, micro/nanoscale 
techniques are emerging as powerful tools in tissue engineering and biology [12]. Microfluidics, 
surface patterning and micro-patterning provide new capabilities for continuously unveiling 
cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying physiological phenomena, which are often 
hindered by the resolution at macroscale. Among these, microfluidic cell culture platforms have 
been growing rapidly in biological assays such as drug toxicity or metabolism studies [13, 14]. 
Micro/nanoscale techniques for cell biology range from single-cell analyses [15] to treating 
fields of cells in gradient generating devices [16], and from patterned three-dimensional culture 
[17] to miniaturized traditional cell culture assays [18]. Compared to traditional macroscale cell 
culture systems, such as petri-dish, microtiter plates and flow chamber, microfluidic channels 
provide a great amount of attractive advantages such as more precisely controlling of the 
microenvironment.  
The plethora of microscale systems developed to date have demonstrated potential impacts of 
micro/nano technology in cell biology, and showcased numerous advantages at microscale that 
are simply not available at macroscale. However, most of microscale devices are designed and 
fabricated by engineers while it still lacks wide integration to biosystems as routine research 
tools in biological laboratories. The connection between engineers and biologists is hindered by 
the complexity of fabrication processes. This disconnection has induced that biologists do not 
have enough resources to design and validate data obtained from microdevices. Although 
micro/nano technologies have become more and more popular in cell biology field, new data 
have to be proved valid by comparing with traditional accepted results. 
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To pursue a more feasible and reliable fabrication method for rapid research use, a practical 
method was developed for making channels in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which could 
carry out a complete cycle of design, fabrication and testing of the prototype rapidly. The 
fabrication method will be useful for prototyping vascular mimetic microfluidic cell culture 
system through growing endothelial cells inside the channel. In addition, the flow channel 
system possesses multiple advantages including low cost, time effective and highly integrated. 
Compared to traditional photolithography method, this method does not require a mask and clean 
room environment for fabrication, which significantly facilitates fabrication processes in a 
routine lab. 
5.2 Design and Fabrication of Microfluidic Cell Culture System 
5.2.1 Materials 
Building microfluidic cell culture system (MCCS) involves a series of factors, among which, 
selection of materials is the first important step to consider. Materials for building MCCS can be 
divided into two parts: microfluidic channels and substrates. Except two necessary prerequisites, 
biocompatibility and sterility, the materials were most restricted to be optically transparent 
because such devices were most used for light microscope observation. In addition, the materials 
of microfluidic channels have to be compatible with the following fabrication processes. Further 
restrictions may also be considered depending on some specific applications. 
Microfluidic channels function as conduits to guide the solution to cells. In this study, PDMS 
(Polydimethylsiloxane, Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit, Dow Corning Corporation), one of 
the most used biomaterials in microfluidic perfusion culture system, was used to fabricate the 
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channel. It has many desirable qualities not only as cell culture materials but also as 
softlithography material. It is a non-toxic, autoclavable, transparent and gas permeable material.  
The choice of substrate materials is more essential than the materials for channels. The ability of 
cell attachment is a primary requirement. Conventional tissue-culture polystyrene substrate and 
PDMS membrane were used in this study. 
5.2.2 Device Fabrication 
Designing a microfluidic culture system involves three main steps, fabrication of the mold, 
replication and assembly of the device. Among the three steps, mold fabrication is the most 
complex and time consuming process.  Both photolithography and rapid prototype methods were 
described to showcase advantages of the later method.  
5.2.2.1 Fabrication of Mold  
 
Figure 5-1. The schematic shows the mold fabrication process. (a) The silicon wafer coated with 
photoresist (SU8) was exposed by UV through a mask. (b) After cross-linked, the non-
crosslinked photoresist was removed SU8 developed, then the mold was finished. 
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Figure 5-1 shows the schematic of photolithography process to fabricate the mold. Firstly, a 
photomask was designed with desired layout using AutoCAD software and printed on 
transparent sheets with high-resolution (up to 2000 DPI) image-setting system (CAD/ART 
Services, Bandon, Oregon). The printing system can generate a minimum feature size as small as 
12.5 µm. The detailed photolithography process could be found in literature [19]. The brief 
processes were described here. First, the photoresist (SU8-2050) was spun across the wafer at a 
speed of 500 rpm for 8 sec, and then slowly increased the speed from 500 rpm to 1500 rpm for 
45sec. After pre-bake process, the wafer was exposed through a mask to 10 mW/cm2 UV light 
(wavelength = 365 nm) for 16 sec. Then the wafer was baked (post-bake) and then developed in 
SU8 developer. Finally, the wafer was baked (hard-bake) and the mold or master was achieved 
with designed pattern. An optional step is to coat the master with a layer of HMDS to facilitate 
later peeling-off of PDMS. 
 
Figure 5-2. The designed photomask for a device. The while part is the pattern for the final 
channel. Photomask will be printed with high-resolution (up to 2000 DPI) image-setting system 
(CAD/ART Services, Bandon, Oregon) 
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The objective of this study is to simplify the standard fabrication processes for more practical use 
in a routine biological lab. Without compromising high resolution in devices fabricated by 
photolithography, it can be proved that simplified processes can also achieve adequate resolution 
for most of applications. Instead of printing out photomask as shown in Figure 5-2, the same 
desired pattern was drawn in the equipment software and a vinyl sheet was cut by the cutting 
plotter (Craft ROBO Pro, Graphtec). Within minutes, the pattern could be printed out. The 
adhesive coated backside of the pattern was stick to a petri-dish or silicon wafer to achieve the 
final mold. 
5.2.2.2 Replication of the Mold 
Softlithography represents a non-photolithographic based mostly on replica molding for carrying 
out micro-fabrication. PDMS is cured by crosslinking reaction to give an optically transparent 
polymer with the ability of reproducing surface feature. It is commonly used as a stamp resin in 
the procedure of soft lithography, one of the most common materials to make microfluidic chips.  
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Figure 5-3. Schematic process of the soft-lithography process. (a) Inlets and outlets part of the 
mold were stick with silicone tubing; (b) PDMS solution was pouring on the mold; (c) the mold 
and PDMS solution was cured; (d) after cured, PDMS layer was peeled off from the mold. 
The replication processes are illustrated in Figure 5-3. After sticking the silicone tubings to the 
inlets and outlets, PDMS kit by mixing the base and the curing agent in 10:1 was slowly poured 
on the mold, paying attention not to disturb the silicone tubings. The mold was placed in the 
vacuum chamber for degassing and then cured. After that, the chip was peeled off and the 
adhesive at the inlets and outlets was removed to get the channel side of the device shown in 
Figure 5-3d.  
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The experiment protocol is listed below: 
1. Cut several silicone tubings with 1 cm length and stick to inlets and outlets of the mold. Place 
the mold into a petri-dish (Fisher brand, 100×15mm) and make sure no tubings are too high for 
the cover. 
2. Weigh out 50 g PDMS base and 5 g curing agent. Use a clean spoon to mix the base and 
curing agent by both swirling and folding the mixture for about 5-10 minutes to ensure that the 
curing agent is evenly distributed in the base. 
3. Degass the mixture by placing the beaker in a vacuum desiccator and evacuating the chamber. 
Bubbles will appear, rise to the surface of the mixture, and pop. Vent the chamber and evacuate 
it again. Repeat this 2-3 times for 30 min. Degassing is complete when there are no longer 
bubbles visible in the mixture. 
4. Pour ~30 g of mixed, degassed PDMS onto each mold placed in the petri-dish. Thickness of 
PDMS replica made in experiment is ~0.4 cm, taken the experimental errors into account. Using 
a pair of 200 μL pipet tips, push on the edges of the master mold to force out any air bubble that 
may be trapped underneath, and make sure it does not float up from the bottom. Let them stay for 
another 20 min for further degassing. Make sure that PDMS pattern is thicker than 4 mm, or it 
will be deformed easily and not convenient to manipulate later.  
5. Pour ~1.4 g of PDMS solution in another petri-dish to form a PDMS membrane. The thickness 
is around 100 µm. 
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6. Once all bubbles have been removed, place the petri-dish with mold on a hotplate at 70ºC for 
1.5 hours to cure the PDMS uniformly. The hotplate surface needs to be level. If heated time is 
not sufficient, the replica will not polymerize thoroughly, and will be sticky. It will be rigid and 
brittle if over-heated. At the last 5 minutes of heating, place the other petri-dish on another 
hotplate at 80ºC. 
7. Peel the cured PDMS casting (channel side) off the mold when it is still warm, remove the 
adhesive at inlets and outlets, and then place it on a clean petri-dish. Cut out the desired structure; 
8. If the glass substrate is needed, clean the glass slide with Nanostrip at 120ºC and then with DI 
water beforehand; 
9-1. For PDMS substrate, place the channel side PDMS on the other petri-dish with membrane. 
After heating them for another 1 hour at 80ºC, cast the device along the edge of channel side, and 
peel off the whole device while it is warm. 
9-2. For glass substrate, bring the PDMS casting and the clean glass slide into contact, allowing 
intimate contact to occur spontaneously without external assistance. Put bonded device on hot 
plate at 80°C for at least 2 hours. Then allow the bond to anneal for at least 15-20 min at room 
temperature before using the devices. For stronger bond, it is recommended that the devices 
anneal overnight (8-10 hrs), or heat the device at 150°C for 1h. 
To achieve better bonding performance, the PDMS device and the substrate can be treated by 
oxygen plasma oxidation. The oxidation of PDMS is believed to result in a surface that 
comprises SiOH groups. The contact angle of water on oxidized PDMS is less than 15° [3]. The 
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recipe for O2 plasma cleaning with STS Reactive Ion Etch in Nanofab is: Chamber Pressure: 
50mTorr; O2 flow rate: 40±5% sccm; Power: 30 W; Reacting time: 30 min. 
 
(a)                                         (b) 
Figure 5-4. The finished devices with different sizes and on different substrates. (a) Chips with 
PDMS membrane as substrate; (b) chips with cell culture dish (polystyrene) as substrate.  
Figure 5-4 shows the fabricated devices on different substrates, glass substrate and PDMS 
membrane. 
5.2.2.3 Device Assembly 
In the assembly process, the chip-to-world interface connecting the chip to peripheral 
equipments is one of the most critical steps. Instead of punching the PDMS with blunt syringe 
needle, which needs skilled operation as well, the chip-to-world interface was done by 
embedding short silicone tubings at inlets and outlets in advance during the replication processes 
shown in Figure 5-3a. Traditionally, the inlets and outlets were punched after the PDMS was 
cured and peeled off, and then the metallic tubings with diameter larger than the holes were 
inserted to function as inlets and outlets for further connection. Obviously, the thermal expansion 
coefficient between metallic and PDMS are different, the device will suffer from potential 
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leakage issue after the autoclave process. In addition, the intricate processes will possiblely 
introduce contamination into the devices. Since the silicone is similar in composition with PDMS, 
the inlets and outlets were permanently bonded with PDMS, which eliminates any potential 
leakage and simplifies further operations.  
The creation of robust sealed flow channels between the channels and the substrates is crucial 
requirement for microfluidic culture system. However, there is trade-off here because we need to 
peel off the device to perform further study of the culturing cell. In this study, the polystyrene 
culture dish substrate and PDMS substrate were used to create a reversible bonding between 
PDMS and the substrate.  
All the peripheral connections were assembled by silicone tubing and Teflon tubing. 
5.2.2.4 Sterilization Techniques 
In cell culture, sterile environment is essential for conducting successful experiments. Thus, an 
effective sterilization technique is very critical to maintain a sterile environment for long period 
of culture time. Various techniques were employed for sterilizing perfusion culture systems, 
including autoclaving, flushing the devices with 70% ethanol and exposing the devices to UV 
light or oxygen plasma, among which, autoclaving is the most simplest and effective method, 
which was popularly used by biologists. 
However, autoclaving is not always compatible with microfluidic device and peripheral 
components. With this consideration, all the materials chosen for the device and peripheral 
connections, such as the tubes, were allowed to be autoclaved. To ensure the sterilization 
efficiency, most of the components were flushed with 70% ethanol and then autoclaved at 121oC 
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for 30 minutes. All the components were placed into sterilization pouches (Fisher Scientific, 
Canada) to avoid contamination during transportation from equipment room to the biosafety 
cabinet. 
5.2.3 Perfusion Culture System 
The vascular mimic microfluidic system is operated in dynamic conditions differing from 
conventional cell culture. Cell seeding needs to ensure a reasonable density for cells to 
interaction with other cells and extracellular matrix (ECM). The immobilization strategies need 
to be considered due to the non-standard culture surfaces used. In addition, the efficient supply 
of nutrient and oxygen are also important factors to ensure cells grow successfully. All the 
following processes will ensure that the cells are cultured in healthy conditions, such as the 
media temperature and PH. A few technical issues were also addressed. 
5.2.3.1 Cell Loading/Seeding 
It is a dynamic procedure for loading cells in perfusion culture system, where cell suspension is 
infused into the microfluidic channels. The cell density is very important to ensure enough 
coverage of cells on the substrate for the interaction of cells to each other. It is different from the 
static culture where the required cell number could be easily determined from area. The infused 
cell density is mainly affected by the height of the channel used. A channel with 100 µm height 
normally needs the cell density to be 2×106 cells/ml, while 400 µm height channels require the 
cell density as 5×105 cells/ml or less. Another influence factor is the loading rate. The seeding 
flow rate must be relatively slow to avoid compromising cell viability. However, too low flow 
rate may also cause cells to settle down in the connections before entering into the effective areas, 
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which will cause non-uniformity of the cell density. Thus, it is better to form a standard 
procedure to improve the seeding performance.  
  
Figure 5-5. The schematic shows the local culture environment which is realized by a four-
section petri-dish. The main device was place in one of the section, while another section was 
partially filled with clean water and the other two sections were leaving for storing waste. 
Firm cell attachment is critical in the perfusion culture. After being autoclaved with peripheral 
connections, the device was filled with 0.01% poly-D-lysine (PDL) solution and kept overnight 
in a humidified incubator. In the following day, PDL was replaced with gelatin solution (0.1%) 
which serves as ECM for cell attachment. In above and all the following culture processes, it is 
very important to avoid air bubbles generating in the channel. Therefore, the device is placed in a 
petri-dish with four sections as shown in Figure 5-5. One of the sections was filled with 3 ml 
autoclaved water to provide a locally humidified environment for the device, which is to avoid 
evaporating of solution in the device and forming bubbles. In addition, placing the device 
overnight in the humidified incubator is to make sure PDMS absorb water to saturation. Other 
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than preventing self-generated air bubbles, it is also important not to introduce air bubbles into 
the device. Thus, drop merging technique was used during each of the injection steps.  
 
Figure 5-6. Distribution of cells in the channel after cells were loading into the channel. In a few 
minutes, some cells were already partially attached on the substrate. 
After coating with gelatine solution for 4-8 hours, a dish of 70% confluent cell was rinsed with 5 
ml HBSS twice and trypsinized with 4 ml trypsin solution for 4 minutes. Before centrifugation, 
10 ml of the cell suspension was collected for cell number counting using hemocytometer. 
Remaining solution was centrifuged at 900 RPM for 4 minutes and the cell pellet was collected. 
From the counted number by hemocytometer, certain amount of balance medium was added in 
the cell pellet to achieve the cell density required. To avoid the unnecessary influence from the 
connections and to decrease the loading distance, the device was not assembled with peripheral 
connections during the cell loading process. The cell suspension was collected with a 1 ml 
syringe and infused into the channel carefully with drop merging technique. Optical microscope 
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was used to examine the cell density. Cells are often allowed to attach to the substrate for around 
2 hours, which may vary depending on the different cell types. 
5.2.3.2 Perfusion of the Culture System 
There are two different modes of perfusion, non-circulating [20-22] and re-circulating [23, 24] 
culture. In non-circulating culture system, the culture media is perfused directly into the waste 
reservoir, thus, cells are fed with fresh media all the time. While in re-circulating system, the 
culture media is re-circulated back into the media reservoir with big amount of volume; the 
waste and the secreted factors are diluted and the oxygen level is re-equilibrated. Different 
techniques and equipment are used for the perfusion culture system. The non-circulating culture 
is often driven by syringe pumps or gravity, while re-circulating culture is often driven by 
peristaltic pumps including external and on-chip [24] types.  
 
Figure 5-7. The schematic of the perfusion culture system, including three parts: external pump 
with connections as part1, the device with chip-to-world interfaces as part2 and the waste, which 
is either re-circulated into the pump or disposed depending on the type of the pump used, with 
connections as part 3.  
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Once cells were attached to the substrate firmly, the perfusion of the medium was started. 10 ml 
warmed media (37oC) was pre-equilibrated in the incubator for at least one hour. The whole 
system was separated into three parts: part 1 is the pump connected with a bubble trapper; part 2 
is the main part which is the device for culturing cells, and part 3 the waste reservoir which is 
either re-circulated into the pump or disposed depending on the type of the pump used. Part 1 
with peristaltic pump or the syringe filled with pre-equilibrated media was connected with the 
chip-to-world inlet of the device by drop merging technique to avoid inducing bubbles. Then the 
outlet of the device was connected with part 3. For syringe pumps, the pump was kept outside 
the incubator while other parts were placed into the incubator. For small size peristaltic pump as 
we used, all the parts could be put inside the incubator. Till now, the microfluidic perfusion 
system was finished. 
5.2.3.3 Immunoassay 
The sample was rinsed with around 1 ml of PBS by connecting the syringe to the inlet and fixed 
by 3.7% formaldehyde solution in PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by washing 
cells with another 1 ml PBS. Cells were permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS for 3 
minutes, washed by PBS and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 20 minutes. 
Then cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 at a final concentration at 5 µg/mL in PBS for 10 
minutes and washed with PBS. The sample was filled with fluoroshield and examined by 
fluorescent microscope (IX81, Olympus).  
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5.3 Experiments and Results 
5.3.1 Cells Morphology 
 
Figure 5-8. (a) and (b) are staining of nuclei for different density of endothelial cells inside 
culture channels; (c) and (d) show endothelial cells in the small channel (300 µm width) and 
bigger channel ( 1000 µm width) at shear force of 1 dyne/cm2, respectively; (e) is cells growing 
at shear force of 20 dyne/cm2. 
Figure 5-8 shows cells in channels growing into confluent after around 48 hours. Cell density at 
confluent can range from 1200 cells/mm2 to 2500 cells/mm2, which largely depends on the 
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loading density of cells. Figure 5-8a has a cell density around 1300 cells/mm2 while Figure 5-8b 
shows a cell density around 1500 cells/mm2. 
 
(a)                                                                     (b) 
 
(c)                                                                           (d) 
Figure 5-9. Morphology and deflection images of endothelial cells scanned by AFM. (a) and (b) 
are cells at shear force of 1 dyne/cm2, while (c) and (d) are at 20 dyne/cm2. 
After around 24-48 hours perfusion, the device was dissembled for AFM experiments. Figure 
5-9 shows the height image and deflection images for cells growing at the second day of 
perfusion. From deflection images, underlying stress fibres indicate the flow direction.   
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5.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
Microfluidic cell culture systems are becoming more attractive because they extend the 
capabilities of macroscale perfusion. However, due to the complexity of microfabrication 
techniques, for instance photolithography which needs to be done in clean room, biologists 
cannot yet benefit from microscale techniques. Microfluidic technique has been widely 
employed in a wide range of applications, and various techniques were developed to replace the 
complex microfabrication process.  
In this study, we have demonstrated an easy way to realized microfluidic cell culture for vascular 
mimicking application. A rapid prototype to mimic the vascular vessel in vitro was constructed. 
Several highlighted technical procedures guarantee the success in building up the prototyping. 
Firstly, using cutting plotter significantly decreases the preparation time of mold and increase the 
feasibility of fabrication in almost any lab. Secondly, the world-to-chip connection is one of the 
keys to success in connecting microfluidic device to peripheral equipments. Thanks to highly 
flexible property of silicone, it allows the following connections to be sealed perfectly. Through 
introducing silicone tubings as the connection between the chip and peripheral equipments, we 
were able to fabricate a highly integrated device for the cell culture application, which not only 
guarantee all the connections seamlessly. Thirdly, the procedures applied to avoid bubbles ensure 
cells grow healthy in the channel. Last but not least, gas permeability of PDMS allows the static 
culture possible when the membrane is not covered. Each of these is crucial for successful 
implementation of a leak-free, bubble free and highly integrated device for cell culture 
application. 
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Recent advances in microfluidics have brought forth new tools for studying flow-induced effects 
or other biophysical stimuli on mammalian cells especially on endothelial cells. The plethora of 
microscale systems developed to date demonstrate flexibilities of microfluidic designs, and 
showcase advantages of the microscale that are simply not available at the macroscale. With the 
development of more microscale techniques, a standard and practical microscale fabrication 
method will be available in a routine lab. Microfluidic cell culture will potential solve a number 
of biological and medical difficulties.  
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CHAPTER 6 
6 EVALUATION OF INTERMOLECULAR FORCES IN A 
CIRCULATING SYSTEM 
6.1 Introduction 
The association and dissociation of interactions between molecules of cells and surrounding 
environment play a critical role in biological events such as cell signalling, cell proliferation and 
cell migration. Cells like platelets and leucocytes often need help of erythrocytes to realize their 
functions [1]. In addition, cell adhesion mediates pathogenesis of many inflammatory diseases. 
For example, in a circulating system, accumulation and aggregation of cells can promote certain 
critical pathological issues, like atherosclerosis and thrombosis. The characterization of 
molecular interaction is fundamental quest in biology. Quantitative study of molecular 
interaction force is very important for unveiling the underlying mechanisms and future predictive 
biology. 
Identities of most cell adhesion molecules have been elucidated, for instance, E-selectins, ICAM-
1 and VCAM-1 on endothelial cells; L-selectins, β1-, β2- and β6- integrins, PECAM-1 on 
leukocytes; Rap1 on sickle red blood cell, etc. Additionally, cell-cell interaction and cell-
substrate interaction are regulated by many molecules due to the complexity of cell surfaces. To 
bypass complex multiple molecular interaction, researchers developed various experimental and 
theoretical methods to study the intermolecular forces at single molecule level. Several popular 
experimental techniques include atomic force microscopy (AFM) [2], biomembrane force probes 
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(BFP) [3], surface force apparatuses [4], optical tweezers [5], micropipettes [6], microplates and 
flow chamber [7, 8]. Direct force measurement by AFM and BFP can achieve ultrahigh 
resolution for single molecular interaction force analysis by coating probes with specific 
molecules of interest. Flow chamber experiment is a method which not only can provide high 
accuracy, but also more closely mimic the in vivo biophysical environment. Furthermore, flow 
chambers are ideally used to study a number of molecular interactions in parallel to obtain more 
statistically meaningful data. During last decade, the sensitivity of flow chambers has been 
largely improved, which can analyze interactions with a resolution of lower than a piconewton. 
Flow chambers have long been used to study receptor-ligand interactions, such as determination 
of bond lifetime and unbinding force calculation. A recent paper did a comprehensive review for 
studying molecular interactions with a laminar flow chamber [9]. As a result of the irregular 
shape and uncertain bond length for cells, which would cause the unqualified calculation of 
forces, molecule-coated spheres rather than cells are usually used in flow chamber experiments 
to eliminate the unexpected phenomena. The key information achieved in flow chamber 
experiments is monitoring the molecular bond formation and rupture in a defined hydrodynamic 
environment. There is a simple formula suggested by Bell [10]used to describe a given receptor-
ligand behaviour: 
 off off 0( ) (0)exp( )
Fk F k
F
  (1) 
where )(off Fk  is the dissociation rate as a function of applied force F . 
0F was approximated as 
/BTk , where Bk is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and  is the bond 
distance. In flow chamber experiment, the hydrodynamic force of breakup exerted on a 
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circulating cell doublet has been calculated [11], and generally used to predict the force strength 
of intermolecular bond [12]. Currently, several theoretical methods mostly used to evaluate 
interparticle interactions in colloidal suspensions [13-16] have been adapted and applied in 
biological systems to study the cell-cell interaction forces [11, 17]. 
However, in reality, intercellular forces are a complex mixture of various interactions such as 
electrostatic forces, van der Waals (VDW) forces and steric forces etc. The contribution of these 
forces depends on both the separation distance and local environment. When cells are brought to 
a distance less than several nanometres, those molecules mediated forces and short distance 
forces like ionic bond may become critical, which further complicates the interaction forces. 
Only considering the hydrodynamic forces may underestimate or overestimate the interaction 
forces of molecular bonds in flow chamber experiments. To more quantitatively interpret flow 
chamber experiment results like the bonding life time study, these additional non-neglectable 
intercellular forces, for example, the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) force, need 
to be taken into consideration. DLVO forces, which combine the effects of the London-van der 
Waals attraction and the electrostatic repulsion due to the electric double layer (EDL) interaction, 
has been successfully used in biological application [18-20]. In this study, circulating cell 
doublets and the cell-substrate interaction model with several ten nanometres separating distance 
are investigated. Excluding hydrodynamic forces, the DLVO forces are taken into account of the 
interaction force calculation.  
In order to quantify the molecular interaction forces of cell-cell and cell-substrate in a circulating 
system, such as flow chamber and microfluidic culture system, Low-Reynolds number 
hydrodynamic theory and Goldman’s theory are employed to calculate the hydrodynamic force 
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generated from the flow field effect for a cell doublet and the cell-substrate interaction 
respectively, followed by the DLVO theory analysis. The results demonstrate that DLVO forces 
have the scale as large as 14.6% of the exerted hydrodynamic force for cell doublets model, and 
for intermolecular force analysis of cell-substrate interaction, it can go up to 30%. Both cell 
doublet and cell-substrate models are subject to nonlinear effect of intermolecular forces as the 
distance changes. This analysis is beneficial to predict the biophysical properties of receptor-
ligand bonds more quantitatively.  
6.2 Models and Methods 
6.2.1 Statement of the Assumptions and Models 
Intercellular interactions are essential for cells to realize their functions. To study the 
intercellular interaction forces in a circulating system, three main factors need to be considered: 
the strength of the force, the separating distance and the environment it acts in. The acting 
distance of forces varies from several angstroms to hundreds of nanometres [21]. Every surface 
force has its own cutoff distance depending on the environment and also the specific problem 
being solved. Cells and biomolecules exposed to a circulation system experience hydrodynamic 
forces that affect their function. In literature work, the hydrodynamic interaction on cells or hard 
spheres in flow chamber system has been studied. Mostly, the hydrodynamic force has a much 
higher magnitude which dominates the overall interaction forces. However, the electrostatic 
force is largely screened at biological solution which has high salt concentration. Thus, the acting 
distance of electrostatic forces is largely decreased, leading to unbalanced DLVO forces. 
Therefore, DLVO forces cannot be neglected. In this study, the intermolecular forces of a 
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circulating cell doublet and cell-substrate interaction model are predicted by the hydrodynamic 
and DLVO forces.  
 
Figure 6-1. Schematic of cells in a circulating system. Two models are illustrated, one is the cell 
doublet linked by a receptor-ligand bond, and the other is the cell-substrate interaction model. 
To elucidate the complex biophysical environment that affecting or governing cells interaction 
processes, in vitro flow chamber assays like parallel plate flow chamber (PPFC) have been 
developed to study the intermolecular interaction. In order to eliminate the affect of multiple 
molecular interactions, microspheres coated with specific molecules are placed into the flow 
chamber as shown in Figure 6-1. Herein, two models are illustrated, one is the cell doublet which 
represents a pair of microspheres linked by a rigid tether and the other is the cell substrate 
interaction model. The detailed models will be analyzed in section 6.2.2. 
Normally, biological cells have the size ranging from a few micrometers to several ten 
micrometers and are exposed in the microenvironment. Hence, activities of microorganisms and 
living cells in fluid are usually characterized by low Reynolds number flow. 
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6.2.2 Hydrodynamic Force Analysis 
In colloidal particles system, well-defined solutions have been developed for hydrodynamic 
force analysis, which aided in explaining the intercellular force in biological area. Analytical 
computation of hydrodynamic forces applied on aggregates composed of two equal-sized 
particles under simple shear force was solved [22], which has been applied in investigation of 
neutrophil, platelet, and red blood cell homotypic aggregation [23-25]. In reality, there are cell 
doublets composed of both equal-sized and unequal-sized cells. Hence, a common method in 
applied in the previous study for arbitrary size cells [12] was recruited in biological systems. 
 
Figure 6-2. Schematic of the cell doublet. Biological cells (particles) are modeled as a pair of 
unequal spheres of radii a1 and a2, which are separated by a rigid tether of length d. Space-fixed 
coordinate system is designated xi. x3 coincides with the direction of fluid flow, x2 is the direction 
of the velocity gradient, and x1 is the vorticity axis. The origin O lies at the midpoint of the line 
joining the centers of the two spheres. Xi describes the particle-fixed coordinates. X3 lies along 
the line joining the centers of the two spheres. It is directed toward the larger sphere. X2 is 
coplanar with the x1-x3 plane, and Xi is perpendicular to X2 and X3. (θ1, Φ1) and (θ2, Φ2) are polar 
and azimuthal angles with respect to the axes x1 and x2, respectively. (Figure adapted from [12]) 
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When the distance between two particles falls into less than 100 nm, it could be regarded as a 
cell doublet. Both individual spheres do not undergo free rotation about the tether in the cell 
doublet. Figure 6-2 shows the schematic of a cell doublet. In a cell doublet, there are two spheres, 
whose radii are a1 and a2, exposed to a linear shear flow. In this study, a simple shear of 
magnitude G (u3 = Gx2, u1 = u2 = 0) is chosen. There are three key geometric parameters of this 
doublet: the radii a1 and a2 for the unequal-sized spheres, a tether of length d, which is the 
separating distance of two spheres surfaces, represents the receptor-ligand bond length. Usually, 
these three parameters are replaced by the radius of the larger sphere a1 and other two 
dimensionless parameters: the radius ratio λ = a2/a1, and the dimensionless separation distance δ 
= d/a1. Excluding geometry parameters, the orientation of the axis connecting two centers of 
spheres with respect to the flow direction is another contribution factor. Other flow parameters 
influencing the magnitude of applied force and force loading rates are the shear rate, G, and the 
fluid viscosity μ. All these parameters contribute to the hydrodynamic behaviour of the cell 
doublet. 
When a cell doublet is subject to a low Reynolds-number flow, the force and torque acting on 
particles could be written in matrix expression as [26]  
 F=-μ(RU+Фε) (2) 
where F is the 1x12 force-torque vector, R is the 12x12 grand resistance matrix, U is the 1x12 
relative velocity-spin vector, Ф is the 12x12 shear resistance matrix, and ε is a 1x12 shear vector.  
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On the right side of Equation (2), R and Ф are flow-independent resistance matrices that are 
functions of a1, λ and δ [27, 28], ε is obtained in a straightforward fashion from the rate-of-strain 
tensor, U is determined using knowledge of doublet motion in linear shear field [14]. 
After defining all the items on the right side, the forces and torques for the cell doublet can be 
solved; then intercellular bonding forces are to be predicted by the hydrodynamic force. Since 
only normal force can be sensed by molecular bonds, the normal force FN extracted from the 
third item of the vector F becomes critical. For a cell doublet containing two arbitrary sized 
particles, the tensile force is: 
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where   ,,1aN  is the force coefficient which is a function of a1, λ and δ. For two unequal 
rigid spheres in low-Reynolds-number flow,   ,,1aN  has the form as 
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where XijX and 
X
ijX ( 1 ) are resistance and mobility functions mentioned in R and Ф above [27, 
28]. For two equal size particles,   ,,1aN has a more straightforward form, equation (3) will 
become as  
  )(4332sinsin2/ 1211112111121 GGAAN XXarXrXGaF    (4) 
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where r=a1+a2+d. 
For cell-substrate interaction, according to Goldman’s theory [15, 29] a substrate-bound cell 
exposed to a laminar flow experience a drag force F and torque given by 
 GaF 205.32   (5) 
 Ga386.11   (6) 
where a is the sphere radius. 
6.2.3 DLVO Forces Analysis 
DLVO theory has been used as a qualitative model [30], also in a quantitative way in biological 
application. DLVO theory proposes that an energy barrier resulting from the repulsive force 
prevents two cells (particles) approaching one another and adhering together. When there is 
sufficient energy to overcome that barrier, the attractive force will pull them into contact where 
they adhere strongly and irreversibly together. This is one of the critical conditions called cell 
aggregation and deposition in biological area. DLVO theory suggests that stability of particles in 
solution is dependent upon its total potential energy function VT. This theory recognizes that VT 
is the balance of several competing contributions: 
 VT=VA+VR+VS (7) 
where VS is the potential energy contributed by the solvent, usually, it only makes a marginal 
contribution to the total potential energy over the last few nanometres of separation. Much more 
important is the balance between VA and VR, which are the attractive and repulsive contributions. 
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They are potentially much larger and operating over further distance. The attractive contributions 
attribute to London-van der Waal interaction. For unequal spheres, VA can be written as [30] 
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The attractive force generated from the attractive potential energy is 
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where AH is the Hamaker constant and d is the particle separation, a1 and a2 are the radii of two 
spheres respectively. If a2 = ∞, then the particle could be seen as a flat plate, which becomes the 
cell-substrate interaction case.  
Several theories have been developed in literature to investigate the repulsive potential VR, and 
here the linear superposition approximation (LSA) is used for the estimation [30]. 
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The repulsive force generated from the potential will be  
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the Kelvin temperature. ε and ε0 are the dielectric 
constant of the fluid and the permittivity of vacuum respectively, Ψ1 and Ψ2 are the electrostatic 
potential for two spheres surface, κ-1 is the Debye length, which is a function of the ionic 
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concentration. The same as VWR force analysis, the cell-substrate interaction could be seen as a2 
= ∞. 
6.3 Results and Discussions 
6.3.1 Hydrodynamic Force of a Cell Doublet 
Both experimental and theoretical works have confirmed that the strength of many biologically 
relevant receptor-ligand bonds ranges between 10 pN and 40 pN [10, 31]. Typical receptor has a 
length of 30 nm [21]. Cells are assumed to have a 15 nm glycocalyx, which means the lower 
limit of a receptor length is 15 nm. In this study, all the parameters being used are consistently 
within these scales. 
 
Figure 6-3. Normal force (FN) with respect to polar and azimuthal angles of doublet axis to the 
vorticity axis, which are 0<θ1<π and 0<Φ1<π, here η = 0.01 Poise (1cP), G = 1000 s-1. 
For equal size spheres cell doublet, the hydrodynamic force of two platelets with a1 = 1 μm, a2 = 
1 μm and d = 20 nm in a laminar flow chamber is calculated. Values for platelets are from [32]. 
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Polar and azimuthal angles of doublet axis to the vorticity axis are 0<θ1<π and 0<Φ1<π. The 
hydrodynamic force applied on different locations on the cells will be varied. Figure 6-3 depicts 
the variation in normal force (FN) with respect to the orientation of axis applied on this cell 
doublet subjected to a linear shear flow, which has η = 0.01 Poise (1cP), G=1000 s-1 which is 
arterial shear rate varies from 50-1500 s-1. Since molecular bonds can only sense the tensile force, 
we integrate the positive FN from equation (3) to get the averaged tensile force: 
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Then substitute equation (12) and (13) into equation (3), we have 
  
2
12,,1   GaF NN   (14) 
As mentioned in previous section, force coefficient ),,( 1  aN  is the function of motility and 
resistance functions, which are the sum of series functions. Thus, analytical solution could not be 
obtained because of the recurrence calculations involved in those series functions. The first 150 
terms of the series are used to calculate the numerical results for all the motility and resistance 
functions. 0.01% (pN) accuracy is obtained in the numerical calculation in this study.  
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Figure 6-4. Average tensile hydrodynamic force with respect to the separation distance of cell 
doublets. The hydrodynamic force will keep increasing until the bond ruptures. Solid and hollow 
circles represent red blood cell and white blood cell interaction with platelet respectively. Here 
a1 = 3 μm for red blood cell and a1 = 4 μm for white blood cell a2 = 1 μm, η=0.01 Poise (1cP), 
G=1000 s-1. 
In the following analysis, different sizes of microspheres doublet and blood cells doublet were 
selected for calculation. The results are shown in Figure 6-4. In blood flow system, red blood cell 
(RBC) or white blood cell and platelet could be simplified as a cell doublet. Normally, the 
diameter of RBC (swollen) is around 6-8 μm [31], and platelet around 2-3 μm. White blood cells, 
such as lymphocyte and monocyte with diameters ranging from 7 μm to 21 μm, have an intrinsic 
sphere shape, which are suitable for cell doublet analysis. Figure 6-4 shows the average tensile 
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hydrodynamic forces applied on the doublets have continuous increase with respect to the 
separation distance until the bond breaks. Two pairs of cell doublets (an analogy of real blood 
cells) with a1 = 3 μm (red blood cells), a2 = 1 μm and a1 = 4 μm (white blood cells), a2 = 1 μm 
were put into a flow field as η=0.01 Poise (1cP), G=1000 s-1.  
6.3.2 DLVO forces of a Cell Doublet 
DLVO forces are a ubiquitous force in both colloidal system and biological area. In flow 
chamber systems, microspheres experience changing DLVO forces all the time due to the 
dynamic condition. There are two factors which mainly determined the attraction and repulsive 
forces magnitude. One is the separation distance of particles which will be at fluctuating distance, 
and the other one is the local ionic concentration which may vary time to time as well. Both the 
attractive and repulsive forces may dominate due to the changing of condition. 
In biological system, the ion concentration (above 0.1M of NaCl) is higher than that of normal 
colloidal system. Therefore, the electrical double layer will be largely screened, which means the 
electrostatic force will be less significant compared to VDW force. Hence, VDW force will 
dominate DLVO forces in the biological environment. There are several other interaction forces 
such as polar interactions from extended DLVO theory which may affect intermolecular 
interactions. As studied, short range forces accounted in extended DLVO theory will have 
significant effect when two particles are brought into very short distance. Especially in colloidal 
system or molecular interaction, the separation distance of two particles could reach down to a 
few nanometres. As mentioned by B.W. Ninham [33], when dealing with electrostatic force in 
biological system, specific ion effect needs to be considered when the separation distance of two 
molecules or cells becomes very small (less than 5-10 nm). However, in this paper, the receptor-
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ligand interaction and the separation distance of cells is above 15 nm and what we are dealing 
with is above 20 nm, which is consistent with literature study [31]. 
 
Figure 6-5. DLVO forces with respect to the separating distance (FDLVO is attractive force). The 
curve with solid circles represents red blood cell and platelet interaction force (a1 = 3 μm, a2 = 1 
μm). The curve with hollow circles represents white blood cell and platelet interaction force (a1 
= 4 μm, a2 = 1 μm). 
For DLVO forces, several parameters need to be given. A critical one is the Hamaker constant. A 
reasonable value of the Hamaker constant of interaction between two lipid media embedded in 
water is 5×10-21 J [34], and higher values were used for red blood cells (9×10-21 J) and platelets 
(10-19 J) [35]. Considering various beads may be used in flow chamber study, the Hamaker 
constant may vary. Plasma dielectric constant is 78.54; the elemental charge is 1.602×10-19 C; 
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the surface potential of two particles is assumed to be around 100 mV. The surface potential 
constant of platelet and red blood cells are  -60.0 mV and -34.0 mV respectively [35, 36]. Figure 
6-5 shows the DLVO forces as function of the separation distance for two pairs of blood cells 
with radii a1 = 3 μm, a2 = 1 μm and a1 = 4 μm, a2 = 1 μm. Swollen sphered red blood cells were 
often used to diminish the asperities for more accuracy experimental research [31]. 
6.3.3 Intermolecular Forces of a Cell Doublet in a Circulating System 
 
Figure 6-6. Intercellular force analysis results. Microspheres with a1=3 μm and different radius 
of a2 are studied. The separation distance are d = 20 nm (square symbol curves) and 30 nm 
(circle symbol curves) respectively. 
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Figure 6-6 shows the intercellular forces of a cell doublet with a1= 3 μm and various a2. The 
effect of DLVO forces may become as high as 14.6% when the radius of a2 is smaller (0.5 μm) 
for d = 20 nm. The smaller radius is considered, the more distinct effect will become. For the cell 
doublet of RBC and platelet, the effect of DLVO forces is 14.5%. 
Figure 6-4 shows that the hydrodynamic force increases as the increasing of the separation 
distance and Figure 6-5 shows that DLVO forces decrease as the separation distance grows. 
Hence, the intercellular forces will rise up as the separation distance increases. If the molecules 
still keep bonded and the bond life time increases as the separation distance increases, the bond 
is called catch bond. As the separation distance changes, DLVO forces will have a nonlinear 
effect on the intercellular forces. When d = 30 nm, the effect of DLVO forces becomes 6% or 
less and will become negligible after the separation distance comes above 50 nm. 
6.3.4 Intermolecular Forces of Cell-Substrate Interaction in a Circulating System 
 
Figure 6-7. Receptor-coated particles or cells are driven along a ligand coated surface by a linear 
shear flow. U is translational velocity and  is angular velocity. 

U
linear shear flow
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As shown in Figure 6-7, cells are viewed as spheres coated with molecular protrusions. The 
tangential force can be calculated by equ. (5) and the vertical force is calculated by aF /V  . 
Since molecule can only sense the vertical force, VF is used to calculate the intermolecular 
forces in the following analysis. DLVO forces are calculated by equ. (9) and (11) with 2a . 
The intermolecular force results of two cases with the receptor-ligand interaction force of 20 pN 
and 30 pN which falls into the range of typical receptor ligand interaction forces [10, 31], are 
shown in Figure 6-8. In order to study the bonding kinetics, we have to mimic the same scale of 
forces on the receptor-ligand interaction. The linear shear rate for these two cases can be 
calculated from equ. (6), which are G = 187 s-1 and G = 281 s-1 respectively. These shear rates 
still fall in the range of arterial shear rate. For the intermolecular force of 20 pN case, the effect 
of DLVO forces could go up to 30%. 
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Figure 6-8. Intermolecular forces with respect to the separation distance. Square symbol line is 
for G = 187 s-1 and Circle line is for G = 281 s-1. 
In circulating systems, the separation distance of a substrate-bound cell would display a 
moderate variation, leading to a nonlinear effect on the intermolecular forces. For a specific 
receptor-ligand interaction study, if the force history is important, the nonlinear effect has to be 
considered.  
In both cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions studied above, the interaction of single receptor-
ligand bond was studied. If there are multiple receptor-ligand bonds and breaking up at the same 
time, the estimated intermolecular forces will be much larger than single bond force. DLVO will 
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have less effect and become negligible. However, breaking up multiple bonds at the same time is 
rare, and the last bond rupture was often captured and studied. 
6.4 Summary and Conclusion 
This paper presented a method to quantitatively determine the intermolecular forces for a cell 
doublet and cell-substrate interaction model. In flow chamber experiments, the hydrodynamic 
force is usually taken as the operating force to quantify the intercellular forces of molecular 
bonds. Due to the high ionic concentration in biological system, the EDL effect is largely 
screened. As a result, the unbalanced DLVO forces have a non-neglected effect on 
intermolecular force analysis. Results show that DLVO forces would cause up to more than 14% 
discrepancy for a cell doublet analysis if only the hydrodynamic force is considered. For cell-
substrate interaction, the intermolecular force calculation shows higher discrepancy for a single 
molecular bond study. Both cell-cell and cell-substrate model indicated that DLVO forces have 
nonlinear effect on the intermolecular forces as the separating distance changes. If the force 
history has to be considered in the analysis, DLVO forces could not be excluded in the analysis.  
A recent research study has shown that the interaction between live cells and micro-particles 
would be affected by their metabolic states [37]. Although dead cells or microspheres were 
investigated mostly, several pieces of experimental evidence support that experiment data need 
to invoke a fitting parameter for compensation, which may contribute more uncertainty to the 
data. For above analysis, if the receptor-ligand length is long enough, the effect of DLVO forces 
will be smaller. It is important to know the length of the receptor-ligand bond being studied, like 
E-selectin or P-selectin has a longer length compared to cadherin which would decrease the 
influence of the nonlinear effect. To minimize this kind of influence for short interaction distance, 
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a possible way is to introduce spheres with protrusions then coated with molecules, which could 
increase the separating distance of cell-cell and cell-substrate interaction. Meanwhile, the model 
of hydrodynamic force analysis may need further modification. 
To summary, in biological region where the ion concentration is high, it is important to take into 
account DLVO forces to study intermolecular forces more accurately. Since DLVO forces are 
ubiquitous forces in biological area, this effect may need to be considered in other cell-cell 
interaction measurement apparatus as well. This proposed correction would be beneficial for 
later data analysis of intercellular and molecular bond forces study. 
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CHAPTER 7 
7 AN IN-VITRO VASCULAR MIMETIC MODEL: ENDOTHELIAL 
DYSFUNCTION STUDY DURING THE PROGRESSION OF 
ATHEROSCLEROSIS 
7.1 Introduction 
7.1.1 Atherosclerosis and Endothelial Dysfunction 
Atherosclerosis [1, 2], a disease of the arteries, is the most prominent cardiovascular diseases and 
the primary cause of heart disease and stroke. It is the chief cause of death in most western world 
and Europe, and also becomes prevalent in developing counties. Research has revealed that 
atherosclerosis is a multi-factor lesion and a chronic inflammatory disease which could also 
convert into an acute clinical event by plaque rupture and thrombosis [3]. The underlying 
pathophysiology of atherosclerosis and its associated risk factors are still unclear.  
Endothelial dysfunction has been associated with a number of cardiovascular diseases. It is 
believed that an early stage of atherosclerosis is endothelial dysfunction [4, 5]. In response to 
physical and chemical stimuli, endothelial cells (ECs) synthesize and release a number of factors 
that regulate inflammatory responses, hemostasis and vascular tone. The impairment of 
physiological situation in different pathologies modifies the amount of secretory substances 
including vasodilator substance, fundamentally nitric oxide (NO) [5], anticoagulants and 
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antiplatelets. In addition, the increase of proinflammatory molecules induces procoagulant, 
vasoconstrictor and proinflamatory conditions [1, 6].  
 
Figure 7-1. Cellular composition of atherosclerotic plaques. Atherosclerotic plaque contains a 
variety of components including cellular debris, cholesterol and etc. A fibrous cap formed by 
smooth muscle cells stabilizes the plaque ensures a relatively quiescent status of the plaque. ECs 
continue serving as sensors to detect physical date from the blood flow, which regulates the 
vascular tone and determine the fate of the blood vessel. Reproduced from [7]. 
Atherosclerosis can occur in any artery in the body, especially crucially in the heart. Figure 7-1 
illustrates the atherosclerotic plaque which has changed the geometry of the local blood vessel 
dramatically. The developed atherosclerotic plaque inducing arterial remodelling [8] may cause 
ECs to be subject to a changed stimuli such as mechanical response due to the new and disturbed 
blood flow pattern, which will increase the risk of atherosclerotic development. What is more, 
the response of ECs induced by the redistribution of wall tension at the plaque forming region 
needs to be investigated. Cell morphology, biomechanical properties and functions are highly 
sensitive to microenvironment; thus, ECs exhibit characteristics that vary with anatomic location. 
Different types of shear stress regimens have diverse effects on ECs and may account for 
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variable responses of ECs to hemodynamics in the circulation [9]. Although atherosclerotic 
lesion occurs in almost every individual, not each lesion will lead to clinical events while some 
plaques remain quiescent during the whole life. 
Animal models have proved that the branched vascular vessels with disturbed flows are 
recognized as atheroprone sites. However, it is still incompletely clear that why and how 
atherosclerosis is further developed and promoted after the formation of subclinical plaques. In 
literature study, biomechanical factor, such as shear force stress [10, 11], has been reported as 
one of the most common contributing factors of atherosclerosis. ECs subject to different physical 
forces will initiate different signalling pathways [12]. The abnormal hemodynamic property 
locally may become as promoter of atherogenesis [13, 14]. 
7.1.2 Bio-inspired Vascular Mimetic Model 
The use of animal models often comes across feasibility and ethical concerns. The limitations 
were addressed by developing different in vitro models to replicate the functions in vivo. 
Microfluidic techniques have been developed and applied in biological assays for about two 
decades. Various bio-mimic models that reconstitute the critical functions from in vivo tissues or 
organs were developed by researchers [15, 16]. These models provide repetitive and quantitative 
investigation for research. With higher level integration, these bio-inspired models can be 
potentially used for drug discovery and clinical studies in the future. Compared to traditional 
culturing methods, microfluidic culture allows controlling precisely the microenvironment, and 
in particular sensing subtle change of experimental parameters controlled. More importantly, 
microfluidic culture technique is to recapitulate the in vivo microenvironment more 
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physiologically. To date, the construction of tissue-engineered devices and even the 
reconstitution of organ level function [16] for biomedical application are now possible. 
In this study, an in vitro model to mimic in vivo physiological environment based on 
microfluidic platforms was developed to simulate the formation of atherosclerotic plaque. The 
responses of cells to external stimuli in vivo can be contributed by various influences such as 
cells interactions with other cells and the extracellular matrix. However, these interactions are 
difficult to be replicated by traditional cell culture systems. ECs, lining the innermost surfaces of 
blood vessels, perform critical homeostatic functions [3] and act as selective filters between 
blood and interstitial tissue. In order to mimic blood vessels more precisely, ECs based vascular 
mimetic microfluidic platform was developed. During the progression of atherosclerosis, the 
“fatty streak” will continuously change the local microenvironment, which will contribute to 
potential endothelial dysfunction at the atherogenesis prone site. Meanwhile, the changed local 
hemodynamic environment may also enhance the recruitment of immune cells into the 
atheroprone site. Thanks to microfluidic technology, this disease state will be mimicked by the 
pneumatic valve technique through constructing a multilayer microfluidic system. Combining 
with computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation, the flow profile and shear stress 
distribution can also be fully illustrated. The bio-inspired vascular mimetic model can be used to 
study the fundamental mechanisms of atherogenesis especially how atherosclerosis was 
promoted after the formation of early plaques.  
7.1.3 AFM and Cell Biology 
Changes of tissue level property are often manifested at the cellular scale. Research has shown 
that mechanical property of atherosclerotic tissue is distinct at the plaque region [17]. Atomic 
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force microscope (AFM) has been used to study the biomechanical property of vascular artery 
tissue with developed atherosclerosis [18]. We proposed to study endothelial dysfunction from 
an indirect way by investigating the change of biomechanical properties of endothelial cells. 
7.1.4 Objectives 
In this study, a cell-based in vitro vascular mimetic model was developed from microfluidic cell 
culture system. With microfluidic technology and pneumatic micro-valve technique, the model is 
able to simulate the formation of atherosclerotic plaque. The development of atherosclerosis 
involves with a complex interaction between immune cells, endothelium, vascular smooth 
muscle cells and cytokines [19]. The recruitment of blood monocytes is a required step at the 
early atherosclerotic lesion. With this model, the hemodynamic effect on the rolling and 
adhesion events was investigated. Combined with AFM, this model was used to examine the 
biomechanical property, including elasticity and viscoelastcity especially the membrane 
performance, of endothelial cells after the development of atherosclerotic plaque.  
Overall, the proposed research involves using an in-vitro vascular mimetic model to investigate 
endothelial dysfunction during the development of atherosclerosis. The objective is to develop a 
functional in-vitro artificial vascular system to mimic the development of atherosclerotic plaque. 
In addition, AFM was used to investigate endothelial dysfunction. The biomechanical property 
change of ECs is taken as pathogenesis indicator to explore the mechanism of atherogenesis. 
This bio-inspired in-vitro model could also be employed in various applications such as drug 
screening and toxicity study. 
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7.2 Experimental Procedures 
7.2.1 Design and Fabrication 
In this study, a three-layer PDMS structure was designed to mimic the atherosclerosis model. 
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is typically used for microfluidic systems research as the 
primary substrate material of many prototype devices. Except the prerequisite biocompatibility, 
PDMS possesses many desirable qualities required in this research, including high flexibility, 
low chemical reactivity and high formability via softlithography [20]. In addition, the 
transparency is another important property which assists the following examination by light 
microscope. PDMS has relatively low elastic modulus [21] which makes it an ideal material for 
making thin membrane, which can be easily deformed through applying pneumatic pressure. 
Overall, PDMS is an ideal material to build up the model to mimic blood vessel and simulate the 
formation of atherosclerotic plaque in vitro. 
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Figure 7-2. The schematic of pneumatically activated microfluidic valve design. (a) Original 
state of the flow channel and control channel; (b) the deformed shape of flow channel under the 
pressurization from the control channel. 
Figure 7-2a shows the schematic of three-layer PDMS structure. This model was originated from 
the pneumatically activated microfluidic valve design. The upper layer is covered by a thin 
PDMS membrane forms the flow channel. The substrate, which has open channels, is bonded 
with the other side of the thin membrane to form the control channel. Figure 7-2b shows pressure 
applied in the control channel through connecting the control channel with auxiliary equipment 
such as gas cylinder. The pressure will deflect the thin PDMS membrane and squeeze the upper 
channel layer, which is coated with monolayer of endothelial cells. 
Mold Fabrication:  
The detail of mold fabrication process was described in chapter 5. Depending on the desired size 
of the channel, either photolithography method or micromachining method can be applied. Two 
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mold masters were fabricated, one is used for cell culture channel and the other is for control 
layer.  
Thin Membrane Fabrication:  
Normally, PDMS solution is poured in a flat bottom container such as petri-dish to create a block 
of elastomer with desire thickness. However, due to the high viscosity, the thickness of PDMS 
can’t spread uniformly on the substrate. In this study, we used hexane to dilute the PDMS 
solution to decrease the viscosity and hydrophobicity of the solution. A weight ratio of 1:1 for 
hexane and PDMS mixture was used. The weight ratio could also vary according to the desired 
thickness of the PDMS membrane. The diluted solution can easily spread at the bottom of the 
petri-dish which placing the petri-dish on a horizontal substrate.  
Multi-layer PDMS:  
 
Figure 7-3. Multi-layer PDMS device, the three layers are the channel layer, the membrane layer 
and the control layer. 
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PDMS is shipping in two parts: the base and curing agent. The mixing ratio of base and curing 
agent at 10:1 is used to crosslink the liquid polymer and obtain a solid elastomer. PDMS can be 
cured at various temperatures by controlling the curing time. It takes 24 hours to cure at room 
temperature and 2 hours at 80oC. Higher temperature can also be used to further reduce the 
curing reaction time. The flexible curing time is beneficial for the bonding process which will be 
detailed described in the following content.  
The bonding between each layer of PDMS is critical for successfully fabricating a multi-layer 
PDMS device. Figure 7-3 describes the schematic of three separate layer used in this study, the 
channel layer, the membrane layer and the control layer. In the channel layer, there are three 
tubes inserted in the PDMS block. The detailed procedures of making an integrated microfluidic 
channel using PDMS and silicone tubes were describe in chapter 5. Here I will not repeat the 
process. Two of the tubes function as the flow inlet and the flow outlet for the cell culture. In 
order to make all the connections to peripheral equipments from the top layer, I moved the tube 
from the bottom layer to the top layer. The third tube which will be connected to the bottom 
control layer functions as the pressure inlet.   
Bonding Process: 
One of the key benefits of using PDMS as materials for all the three layers lays the ability of 
PDMS bonding to itself easily through relative simple methods. In the following I will briefly 
discuss three methods which were tried and used in this study. 
The first method is plasma bonding. To plasma bonding, a clean surface has to be ensured. The 
bonding sides of PDMS were taped to remove any dust and cloth. Once cleaned, both substrates 
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were placed in the vacuum chamber of oxygen plasma equipment (STS Plasma Enhanced 
Chemical Vapour Deposition, Western Nanofabrication facility). After exposed to oxygen 
plasma for 30s, the methyl groups on the surface were replaced by a large number of hydroxide 
groups. Within 10 minutes, the two substrates were bonded together and bake at 60oC to 75oC for 
at least 30 minutes. 
As mentioned, the curing process could be controlled by both temperature and time. The second 
method requires controlling the temperature and curing time. The following protocol was taken 
to achieve a relatively permanent bonding. 
1. Mix the PDMS solution (50 g) with the base and curing agent at ratio 10:1. 
2. Take 2 ml of PDMS solution and dilute it with hexane (weight ratio: 1:1), mix the new 
diluted PDMS solution thoroughly using vortex mixer. 
3. Pour 20 ml PDMS solution on the master of top layer which was silicone tubes on it, and 
pour 15 ml PDMS solution on the master of the bottom layer. Pipette 3 ml diluted PDMS 
solution and spread on the 100 mm petri-dish, then put the petri-dish on a flat surface. 
4. Heat the top layer at 60oC for 1.5 hours and the bottom layer for 1 hour; peel off the top 
layer and use tweezers to take off the adhesive to open the tubes 
5. Heat the membrane at 75oC for 10 minutes and place the top layer on the membrane. 
Then heat the two layers together for 20 minutes. 
6. Peel off the top layer with the membrane and open the pressure inlet with tweezers; then 
peel off the bottom layer flip the channel side to top and bond to the other size of the 
membrane. Heat the whole device at 80oC for another hour and press the device slight 
using a weight. 
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The difference between the second and third methods is that the ratio of the base to curing agent. 
In the third method, instead of using 10:1 as ratio for all the three layers, the top and bottom 
layers use ratio of 30:1 while the membrane uses 3:1. The idea is leaving extra reaction sites for 
the base and curing agent to continue crosslinking after they are bonding together. 
7.2.2 Bio-inspired Model Mimicking Formation of Atherosclerotic Plaques 
Cell Culture: Human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC, Lonza) were grown in Endothelial Growth 
Medium-2 (Lonza, supplemented with EGM2 kit). Cells were incubated in a humidified, 5% 
CO2 environment at 37◦C. Cells were passaged after they reached 70% confluency using 
Trypsin-EDTA (0.05% Trypsin; 1 mM EDTA·4Na, Invitrogen). Passages 5-6 were collected in 
the 1 ml sterile freezing vial (90% Fetal Bovine Serum and 10% Dimethyl sulphoxide) and 
Passages 7-8 were used for the following experiments. 
Jurkat cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma Aldrich, Canada) supplemented with 
1% glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 
Device Treatment and Cell Loading: It includes the following main steps, autoclaving the 
device, coating with extracellular matrix molecules, loading cells and culture cells with perfusion. 
All the detail procedures were described at the culture processes in chapter 5.  
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Figure 7-4. The schematic of the changed blood vessel caused by the formation of atherosclerotic 
plaque. The blue ellipse indicates the formation of plaques.  
When human aortic endothelial cells were introduced into the growing channel, they attached to 
the pre-coated extracellular matrix (ECM) and formed a monolayer after around 24 hours. The 
time for cells growing into confluent largely depends on the loading density. Cells remained 
viable as the fresh media equilibrated with CO2 and O2 perfuse into the channel for the following 
days. After the cells grew into confluent, the control channel which had been connected to 
another syringe pump was activated to deform the membrane. This bump structure was used to 
simulate the plaque formed during the generation of atherosclerosis, which will narrow the blood 
vessel as shown in Figure 7-4.   
7.2.3 Fluid Dynamics, Cell Rolling and Cell adhesion  
Due to the formation of the plaque in the blood vessel, the flow profile became disturbed. In 
order to examine the flow profile and shear force distribution in the channel, CFD simulation 
was performed using Ansys Fluent software. In this study, we used CFD simulation to examine 
the detail profile at the disease site of the blood vessel.  
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After cells growing at the deformation state of the membrane for another 8-12 hours, endothelial 
cells were treated with tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α, 200 units/ml) for 60 minutes to 
activate the adhesion molecules. Then Jurkat cells (5×105 cells/ml) were injected into the channel 
with different flow rate to investigate the rolling flux, rolling speed and cell adhesion event using 
light microscope. The rolling speed was calculated from the video recorded with CCD camera.  
7.2.4 Immunofluorescence 
10 mL of prewarmed phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) was filled into the syringe. The 
sample was rinsed with around 2 ml of PBS by connecting the syringe to the inlet and fixed by 
3.7% formaldehyde solution in PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by washing 
cells with another 2 mL PBS. Cells were permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS for 3 
minutes, washed by PBS and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 20 minutes. 
Then cells were stained with FITC conjugated phallotoxins (Sigma) at a final concentration of 10 
µg/mL for 30 minutes. The sample was washed with 10 mL PBS. An optional staining of nuclei 
was followed. Cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 at a final concentration at 5 µg/mL in PBS 
for 10 minutes and washed with PBS. Then the sample was filled with fluoroshield and 
examined by fluorescent microscope (IX81, Olympus).  
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7.3 Results 
7.3.1 Characterization of the Device and Cell Morphology 
 
Figure 7-5. Endothelial cell growing in the channel into confluent at low flow rate (0.1 
dyne/cm2). (a) Staining of actin fibres; (b) staining of actin fibres and nuclei. The scale bar is 50 
µm. 
After loading and attachment, endothelial cells were cultured for around 24 hours under 
relatively lower shear stress (0.1 dyne/cm2) before initiating the deformation. The time for cells 
to become confluent depends on the density of cell loaded and cell number at confluence varies 
from 1000 cells/mm2 to 2500 cells/mm2. The channel has a culture area of 0.12 cm2 (0.6 mm × 
20 mm) and height as 0.4 mm which mainly determines the loading density of cells. With an 
initial loading density of 1.6 × 106 cells/mL for this type of channel, Figure 7-5 shows cells 
grown for around 20 hours and 24 hours respectively, which shows that cells could grow into 
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confluent in around 20-24 hours. We found that F-actin didn’t show obvious alignment when 
shear force is low.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7-6. Stream lines of the flow inside the channel with a 50% blockage of the channel. (a) 
Streamlines of the flow in the channel; (b) particle tracking shows the disturbance of the flow. 
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The flow profile and shear force distribution were evaluated with computation fluid dynamic 
simulation by Ansys Fluent. The simulated atherosclerotic plaque models were built in Gambit 
2.4.6. Figure 7-6 shows the streamlines of the flow profile at 50% blockage of the blood vessel 
condition. When the shear stress becomes higher to a threshold, eddies became evident at the 
downside of the deformation position.  
 
Figure 7-7. The response of ECs after introducing higher shear rate for around 8 hours. (a) The 
contour of velocity profile; (b), (c) and (d) are cells from different sites indicated by the arrows. 
After cells have grown into confluent, the membrane was deformed by the pneumatic pressure. 
The responses of ECs under different shear force from different location in the channel were 
examined. Figure 7-7a shows the contour image coloured by velocity magnitude from the 
simulation results. Figure 7-7b shows cells from a normal site (upstream and away from the 
deformation site), Figure 7-7c are cells from the higher shear force part (on top of the 
deformation) and Figure 7-7d shows cells from the site with disturbed flow (downside of the 
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deformation). Both normal sites and top of the plaque showed alignment of actin fibres while the 
downside of the plaque didn’t show obvious alignment of stress fibres.  
7.3.2 Hemodynamic Force and Biomechanical Properties of ECs 
 
Figure 7-8. The distribution of shear stress on the walls, excluding the deformation part, for 
different scale of vascular blockage under the same flow at the inlets. Green circle represents 25% 
blockage; red hollow circle indicates 50% blockage, and blue triangles illustrates 75% blockage 
of the blood vessels. 
Endothelial shear stress plays a critical role in the development of atherosclerosis. Recently, 
research shows new insight into atherosclerosis that endothelial shear stress acts as promoter 
rather than initiator during the development of atherosclerotic lesion [22]. Figure 7-8 shows the 
distribution of endothelial shear stress at the normal sites after the development of atherosclerotic 
plaque. Shear stress at the wall shows larger scale of disturbance as the magnitude of the 
blockage increases. A considerable amount of research from in-vivo, ex-vivo and in-vitro has 
been accumulated to show the responses of ECs under shear stresses. Other than morphology, 
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shear stress also affects the function, gene expression and more importantly, the biomechanical 
property of ECs, which will be investigated in the following study. 
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Figure 7-9. The biomechanical properties of ECs at different conditions. (a) The elastic moduli 
for cells at different conditions. H=1 is the top of the cells. Young’s moduli for cells at static 
condition is 4.9 ± 0.22 kPa; while on top of deformation with higher shear stress is 6.05 ± 0.26 
kPa and at disturbed site is 5.24 ± 0.21 kPa; (b) and (c) are the two stress relaxation times for 
viscoelastic measurement for ECs on top of the deformation; (d) the comparison of shorter 
relaxation time, corresponding to the membrane property, between ECs on top of the 
deformation and at the disturbed site. 
Figure 7-9 shows the biomechanical properties of ECs from various sites in the channel. Figure 
7-9a shows the comparison of Young’s moduli for cells at static condition, higher shear force 
condition (on top of the deformation) and disturbed site (at the downhill site of the deformation) 
inside the channel. It illustrates that Young’s moduli of ECs on top of the deformation site are 
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highest; cells from the disturbed sites show very similar elasticity with cells at static condition, 
and a little higher than that of static conditions at lower height sections. This might be caused by 
the relatively higher density of action stress fibres at the lower height sections at the disturbed 
sites.  
The viscoelastic responses of ECs were also investigated. Figure 7-9b and c shows the stress 
relaxation times for endothelial cells from the top of the deformation site. As we have discussed 
in Chapter 3, the membrane property can be identified from the value of shorter stress relaxation 
time τ1. Therefore, the shorter stress relaxation time of cells from the top and disturbed area was 
compared. Figure 7-9d shows that cells from the disturbed area have a smaller τ1 than that from 
other locations, which may contribute to form more compliant property of cell membrane at 
these sites. 
7.3.3 Rolling Flux and Rolling Velocity of Immune Cells 
In order to predict the relation between adhesion parameters and changed biomechanical 
environment, rolling flux and rolling velocity of Jurkat cells were measured at different axial 
positions in the channel. Jurkat cells are T lymphocyte cells, which were transfected to express 
α4β1 (VLA-4) and α5β1 to specifically interact with vascular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and 
intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). Alpha(4) integrin has important role in the 
recruitment of leucocytes [23]. VLA-4 plays a critical role in supporting the tethering and rolling 
in shear flow [24]. The channel, coated with a monolayer of ECs and deformed under the 
channel, is closely mimicking the blood vessel with the formation of atherosclerotic plaque. ECs 
were activated by tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) to induce adhesion molecules knows as 
ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and E-selectin [25] to help simulate the inflammatory effect. In order to 
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characterize the effect of altered hemodynamic force at various locations of the blood vessel after 
the formation of atherosclerotic plaque, the recruitment density of immune cells were studied. 
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Figure 7-10. Cells rolling on the endothelium. The red arrow indicates the rolling of cell 1 at 5.2 
µm/s while the green arrow indicates cell 2 which has a higher rolling speed at 22 µm/s. The 
time spot of the timeline for them are (a) 5.67 s, (b) 9.97 s, (c) 11.27 s and (d) 14.53 s. 
Figure 7-10 shows a typical rolling event for immune cells on top of endothelial cells. Cell 1 has 
lower rolling speed compared to cell 2. In this specific case, cell 1 finally adhered on the 
monolayer of endothelial cells while cell 2 escaped.  
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(a) 
 
(b)                                                           (c) 
Figure 7-11. Rolling flux of Jurkat cells at different location in the channel. Error bars are SD 
from n > 3 experiments. No deformation refers to control experiment without blockage. (b) and 
(c) are the cases for 25% and 50% blockage of the channel respectively. High and low shear 
forces are 15 dyne/cm2 and 1.5 dyne/cm2, respectively. From ANOVA test, the difference 
between normal site and disturbed site is not significant for 25% case (p = 0.068) and significant 
for 50% case (p < 0.05). 
The rolling flux of Jurkat cells at different location in the simulated blood vessel was examined 
and the results were shown in Figure 7-11. It shows that the rolling flux at the disturbed shear 
stress site increased around three times as compared to the upstream normal sites for 50% 
blockage of the channel and the difference was significant (ANOVA test, p < 0.05), while 25% 
blockage indicates less increasement and the difference was not significant (ANOVA test, p = 
0.068).    
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(a) 
 
(b)                                                                (c) 
Figure 7-12. Rolling velocity of Jurkat cells at different location in the channel. Error bars are 
SD from n > 10 cells. No deformation refers to control experiment without blockage.  (b) and (c) 
are the cases for 25% and 50% blockage of the channel respectively. From ANOVA test, the 
difference between normal site and disturbed site is not significant for 25% case (p = 0.23) and 
significant for 50% case (p < 0.05). 
Figure 7-12 illustrates the average rolling speed at different locations. The rolling speed varies 
from different locations with different shear stress. After the cells passed the plaque to the 
disturbed sites, the rolling velocity shows a decreasing trend, which indicates the disturbed shear 
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stress will increase the possible adhesion events. However, the rolling speed doesn’t have a 
linear relationship with the shear stress. For the higher shear force (above 15 dyne/cm2), the 
rolling speed doesn’t show prominent increase compared to the lower shear force case (1.5 
dyne/cm2). Indeed, some cells even showed lower rolling speed at higher shear force, which may 
be contributed by multiple bonds or catch bonds.  
Overall, the rolling speed has a range from several micrometers to tens of micrometers per 
second. The disturbed shear force has shown significant effect on both the rolling flux and 
rolling velocity of Jurkat cells. From shear force distribution at the atheroprone site, we found 
that there is a gradient shear force distribution at the downstream side of the plaque, which may 
be the reason that rolling cells tend to decrease the rolling speed when cells flow downward from 
the plaque, which may contribute to higher adhesion density at the disturbed and downstream 
sites. 
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7.3.4 Adhesion of Immune-cells 
        
Figure 7-13. Adhesion evens of Jurkat cells at different locations of the blood vessel. Those blue 
lines indicate the positions where the adhesion events were taken. The arrow indicates the flow 
direction. 
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Figure 7-13 shows the adhesion events for Jurkat cells at the different sites of the channel. Figure 
7-13a and b were the taken from the upstream of the channel. Figure 7-13c was from the 
downside of the plaque in the channel. Figure 7-13d is taken from the downstream of the channel.  
 
(a) 
  
(b)                                                            (c) 
Figure 7-14. Adhesion statistic from different sites of the blood vessel after fluxing the channel 
with Jurkat cell solution for around 30 minutes. Error bars are SD from n>3 measurement. (b) 
and (c) are the cases for 25% and 50% blockage of the channel respectively. No deformation 
refers to control experiment without blockage. From ANOVA test, the difference between 
normal site and disturbed site is not significant for 25% case (p = 0.12) and significant for 50% 
case (p < 0.05). 
Figure 7-14 shows the statistical analysis of adhesion even from different sites of the blood 
vessel. Under constant shear stress conditions, cells show very low expression of adhesion 
molecules such as VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and E-/P- selectins and there is slight up-regulation of 
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VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and E-/P- selectins when cells are exposed to a non-uniform shear stress. 
Thus, for 25% blockage of the channel, since the shear stress distribution is relatively stable 
compared to that of 50% blockage, the adhesion doesn’t show significant different at different 
sites. Figure 7-14c shows that when the blockage comes to 50%, which is a relative critical stage 
for atherosclerosis development, the adhesion at the disturbed site increase critically. It is clear 
that the impact of the blockage on the performance of blood vessels increases as the blockage 
scale rises up. 
 
Figure 7-15. Adhesion event for static condition. Instead of fluxing with Jurkat cells, the channel 
is treated with Jurkat cells at static condition for 1 min. Error bars are SD from n>3 counts. 
In order to investigate if the disturbed shear stress has increased the expression of adhesion 
molecules, including VCAM-1 and ICAM-1, to enhance the adhesion events at the disturbed 
sites, the adhesion of Jurkat cells was examined under static condition after dissembling the 
model with 50% of blockage. Jurkat cell solution with a concentration of 105 cells/ml was 
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injected in the channel. After 1 minute, the solution was fluxed with PBS solution to remove all 
the low adhesion cells and the adhesion event on different site of the channel was shown in 
Figure 7-15. The green columns, with treating with TNF-α to further activate the adhesion 
molecules, illustrate the adhesion events at the disturbed site are not significantly different from 
other sites (ANOVA test, p = 0.4), while the red column shows that adhesion events at disturbed 
site are significant different from normal sites, which indicates that the disturbed shear stress has 
contributed to the activation of adhesion molecules. 
 
Figure 7-16. Adhesion event after fluxing the channel with Jurkat cell solution for around 20 
minutes. Error bars are SD from n>3 counts. For endothelial cells not treated with TNF-α, the 
adhesion events didn’t show significant difference among all sites. For TNF-α treated case, the 
adhesion events between normal site and atheroprone site are significantly different (ANOVA 
test, p < 0.05). 
Since VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 were not massively up-regulated without inflammation, thus, the 
monolayer of endothelium was activated with TNF-α. As we know, TNF-α will increase more 
than 10-fold expression of VCAM1 and ICAM1, therefore, the expression of VCAM-1 and 
ICAM-1 could be seen as relatively uniform inside the whole channel after treating ECs for 
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sufficient time. After dissembling the deformation of the channel, Jurkat cell solution was 
injected into the channel, and the adhesion events were examined. The blue column, with ECs 
treated with TNF-α, in Figure 7-16 shows that adhesion events for ECs from disturbed site are 
higher than that from other sites, which indicates the mechanical property change of ECs has 
contributed to the adhesion events as well.  
7.4 Discussion 
The development of atherosclerosis is believed to be closely related to flow shear stress pattern 
and it is site-specific manner which mainly affect the branch sites [26, 27]. However, not all the 
atherosclerotic plaque remain at quiescent state during their whole life, some plaques will keep 
developing and cause clinical event eventually. In this study, based on microfluidic cell culture 
model, we simulated the formation of atherosclerotic plaque inside the blood vessel and 
investigated how the atherogenic factors, such as disturbed shear stress and changed 
biomechanical property of endothelial cells, promote the development of atherosclerosis. 
7.4.1 Hemodynamic Shear Force Effect 
 
Figure 7-17. The un-symmetric hemodynamic forces cause the self rotating of immune cells. 
This phenomena will induce cells have higher velocity in the direction to the substrate. 
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Figure 7-17 shows a cell passing the plaque site was subject to an unbalanced shear force which 
initiated the rotation of the cell. Therefore, the rolling flux largely increased at the atheroprone 
site (downside of the plaque). In addition, due to the formation of plaque, shear stress at the 
downside of the plaque largely decreased which was shown in Figure 7-8. Thus, the rolling 
velocity at these sites decreased. As we know, cell capture is the first step for cells to initiate the 
rolling process. After cells were captured, the adhesion of molecules were established, the lower 
shear stress and the rotation of the cell will contribute to the formation of bonds between 
adhesion molecules. As the shear stress increased, some bonds become more firmly bonded [28] 
which contribute to the adhesion of immune cells. 
7.4.2 Biomechanical Factors 
The perfusion of media was maintained after the formation of plaque. Due to the disturbance of 
the flow shear stress in the channel, the distribution of mechanical property of cells has changed. 
The force volume measurement of cells shows that cells at the higher shear stress part have 
larger elasticity while cells showed lower elasticity at the atheropone site. Cell stiffness is mainly 
determined by the underline cytoskeleton structure especially the stress fibre underneath. 
Therefore, the stiffness may have less direct effect on the rolling or adhesion event of immune 
cells injected. 
Viscoelastic property is another important factor since cells are intrinsically viscoelastic 
materials. However, due to the heterogeneity of cells in the vertical direction, both cell 
membrane and cytoplasm contribute to the overall property of the cell. From the model we used 
in Chapter 3, we were able to determine the membrane property for endothelial cells by the 
bilayer viscoelastic model. Endothelial cells at the atheroprone site shows more compliant 
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membrane property compared to other sites, which may contribute to the capture event of 
immune cells. Imagining a ball was hitting on a substrate, the compliant substrate will have more 
contact area with the ball while the harder surface will have smaller contact area. Thus, the 
hysteresis effect of the compliant membrane will have increase the bonding number for adhesion 
molecules. In addition, when the cells are rolling on the compliant surface, the velocity will 
decrease and further contribute to the formation of adhesion bonds. 
7.4.3 Basics for Cell Rolling 
As we have mentioned, the results show that capture efficiency and rolling speed doesn’t have 
linear relationship with either shear force or rolling flux. When the shear stress increase to higher, 
the rolling flux decreased and the adhesion events also decreased, however, the adhesion to 
rolling flux ratio doesn’t decrease but increase slightly. The same phenomena also appeared at 
the downside of the deformation part. Due to the increased gradient of shear stress, some of the 
cells show decreased rolling velocity when cell are rolling into the higher shear stress region. 
These phenomena may be correlated to the bond strength and lifetime adhesion bonds. The 
initial formation of the adhesion bond is preferred at lower shear stress, but the bond strength 
shows most efficiency at relatively higher shear stress and the lifetime of the bond also increase 
at higher shear stress. 
7.5 Conclusion 
A bio-inspired vascular mimetic microfluidic cell culture model was built to simulate the 
formation of atherosclerotic plaque. Combined with this model, CFD simulation was used to 
study the flow profile and shear stress distribution inside the channel and AFM was used to 
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investigate the biomechanical properties of endothelial cells in the blood vessel. Using this 
model, the rolling flux, rolling speed and adhesion of immune cells were also investigated. The 
effect of hemodynamic force and biomechanical property of endothelial cells on the rolling and 
adhesion events were discussed. The results show that the formation of initial plaque may 
contribute to the further development of atherosclerotic plaque due to the altered hemodynamic 
shear stress and local mechanical properties changes of cells. 
In literature, most studies focus on the investigation of the initiation of atherosclerotic plaque. In 
this study, the in-vitro model was built to study the mechanisms of progression of atherosclerotic 
plaque after the formation of initial atherosclerotic plaque, which induced a series of disturbed 
states for the blood vessel. However, due to the limitation of in-vitro mimicking ability, the 
model still needs to be further improved for future study.  
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CHAPTER 8 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation presents the results from the majority of my PhD research. Atomic force 
microscopy is used to study the mechanical properties of endothelial cells and new 
characterization methods of biomechanical properties of cells were developed from experimental 
results. The biochemical effect, cholesterol content, on ECs was studied. Then a microfluidic cell 
culture system was constructed, based on which, a vascular mimetic microfluidic system was 
developed to simulate the formation of plaque during atherosclerosis process.   
8.1 Summary of Findings 
Chapter 2 presented a new characterization method to help understand the mechanical property 
especially elasticity of a single cell by AFM. The new method overcomes the effect of the 
substrate on the investigation of cell elasticity. By correlating the elasticity with cell morphology, 
a more detailed description of the elasticity of single cells was given. Chapter 3 described a 
bilayer viscoelastic model for living cells to investigate the stress relaxation response of 
endothelial cell, which is to distinguish the contribution of different cell components on 
responses of cells under mechanical stimuli. 
The effect of cholesterol content on ECs was investigated in Chapter 4. From tradition model, 
the mechanical property of cell membrane is not easily to be distinguished. With bilayer 
viscoelastic model, the response of plasma membrane was unveiled. It was found that cholesterol 
would increase the stiffness of plasma membrane, thus brings chaos into cell membrane. 
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Chapter 5 developed a more practical method for fabricating microfluidic cell culture system. 
With a mask-free microfabrication technique, a highly integrated, leakage-free, low cost and 
time effective method was developed to realize the processes in a routine lab. Chapter 6 
presented a method to quantitatively determine the intermolecular forces for a cell doublet and 
cell-substrate interaction model in circulating system. The results indicated that DLVO forces 
should be integrated with hydrodynamic forces when analysing the intermolecular forces in 
biological system with high ion concentration. 
In Chapter 7, a bio-inspired cell culture system was developed to mimic the development of 
atherosclerotic plaque. As we know, hemodynamic shear force plays a critical role in the 
development of atherosclerosis in the branched arteries. After the formation of atherosclerotic 
plaque, the local hemodynamic shear stress was disturbed which affects the flow profile and the 
response of endothelial cells. From examining the rolling and adhesion events of immune cells, it 
is concluded that the deformation site with higher shear stress, the hemodynamic force showed 
athero-protective effect; while at the downside of the deformation where the disturbed shear 
force located, hemodynamic force showed atheroprone effect.  
8.2 Future Directions 
Understanding the systemic pathological factor of atherosclerosis is a complex work. In this 
dissertation, through in vitro cell culture experiments and vascular mimetic model, 
biomechanical factors, including mechanical properties of ECS, hemodynamic effect and 
intercellular forces, related to atherosclerosis were investigated. While the work has shed light on 
discovering the mechanisms of the progression of atherosclerosis, questions still remain about 
the coupling of biophysical input and the biochemical output of the system. The biochemical 
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response represents a very complex direction. In this direction, the distribution of chemotactic 
factors especially the adhesion molecules could be examined by blocking the effect of certain 
factors. Another direction is to develop more delicate in vitro model to mimic in vivo 
environment more physiologically. Through co-culturing smooth muscle cell with endothelial 
cells, more complex responses during the progression of atherosclerosis could be unveiled.
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